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Session 1
Friday, June 28, 2019, at 1:00 P.M.

Sports and Coins
Baseball Cards
1001

U.S., Grand Slam of Sports Card Collections. Thousands of sports cards, mostly from 1985-2000, with
baseball, football, basketball & non sports cards, baseball has hundreds of all stars and hall of famers, with Carlton Fisk,
Don Mattingly, 1985 Mark McGwire, 1959 Al Kaline, 1961 Warren Spahn, 1961 Willie McCovey, a pinback
collection,and so much more, great flea market material, inspection invited, Excellent to Near Mint 6.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1002

U.S., Red Sox Baseball Card Collection. Approximately 130 Red Sox cards, includes Topps 1985-1987
Roger Clemens, 1976 & 1979 Jim Rice, 1966 Yaz, 1976-1977 Fred Lynn, 1967 Tony Conigliaro, plus plenty of other
childhood heros present, also includes hockey cards from the same time period, review, Excellent 5.
Estimate $250 - 350

Coins
1003

U.S., Bullion Coin Accumulation, 1870’s to 2015. 15 American Eagle’s from 2010’s, 11 Australia 1oz silver
coins from 2010’s, 6 Morgan dollars, ten 1964 uncirculated half dollars, 5 Gold American Eagle 1/10oz 2014 coins and
one 1/4 oz $10 1986 Eagle and NGC graded MS69 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States
Stamp Collections
1004 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1937. In an interesting format of Vario pages, to including little typed up factoids that
author found interesting about each issue, neatly laid out and early labeled by issue with some duplication for interesting
varieties, containing - used: 1 pair with green cancels, 2 pair with red grid cancels, right stamp with four clear margins, 7,
12 APS certificate, 14, 15, 17, 30A, 36b, 37, 38, 64, 67, 68-72, 73, 75, 76-78, 86-87, 89-91, 92-101, 112-22, 134, 135,
138, 141 with PF certificate, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 182-91, C13-14 first Europe / America round flight covers,
Confederate States 1-2, 4, 5 with PSAG certificate, 9 and mint: 3 four margins, 4 four margins, 9, 26, 39, 205-11 (205
and 209 with APS certificates), 212-18, 219-29 (missing 219D, 229 with NH PF certificate), 230-45, 246-63 (without
261a, 258 with PSE certificate), 264-78 (without 276A), 279-84 (missing 282C), 285-93, 294-99, 300-313 (311 with
Weiss certificate), 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-42, 374-82, 367-73, 390-96, 397-404, 405-7, 410-13, 414-21, 422-23,
424-40, 441-47, 452-58, 459, 460, 462-66, 468-76, 477-78, 479-80, 498-518 (missing 500 and 505), 537 plate block,
523, 548-50 plate block set, 551-73, 581-91, 591, 614-16 plate block set, 617-19 plate block set, 620-21 plate block set,
622 plate block, 627-28 plate blocks, 632-42 plate block set (missing 634A), various 2c red plate blocks, 646-48 plate
block set, 649-50 plate block sets, 658-79, 692-701, 704-15 plate block set, C1-6, C13-15, C7-9 plate block set, C10-11
plate block set, C10a (2), C12 plate block, C18 plate block, C24 plate block, C20-22 plate block, E1, E3, E7, E9, E11-13,
F1, Q1-12, QE1-4, JQ1-5, RW46-57, RW60-61, Confederate States 8 and 14, generally F.-V.F. with overall condition
much better than usually encountered with many sound (and nearly sound) classics with great eye appeal, Overall
superior condition and appearance that makes this collection worthy of being added to the bid list of any serious quality
conscious U.S. bidder. (photo on web site).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections
1005 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1963. In clean Scott Specialty album, containing - used: 1, 2 (2), 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15,
17, 20, 25, 29, 30A, 32, 33, 36-38, 67, 68-72, 76 (2), 77-78, 83, 86-91, 92-93, 95-101 (99 with APS certificate), 112-22,
123, 134-38 (137 with APS certificate), 148-55, 160-63, 165-66, 189-91, 208, 217-18, 260-61A, 275-78, 291, 293,
311-13, 460, 478, 500, mint: 24, 65, 94, 133, 183-84, 205, 211, 212-8, 219-29, 230-43, 240, 245, 246-50, 252-58, 260,
264-75, 280-84, 285-92, 294-99, 300-11, 314 Schermack strip of four, 319g, 323-27, 327 (2), 328-30, 331-42, 343-47,
358-59, 367-73, 374-82, 397-403, 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 424-39, 462-66, 468-76, 479, 1916 Rotary pairs (minus 491),
498-518 (minus 500 and 505), 523, 524, 540a, 547 (2), 548-50, 551-73, 573, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701,
803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, C18 (2), E1-3, E5-13, F1, K1-16, K18, Q1-12, RW1-65, 4P4, plus postage and a nice
little possessions section, generally F.-V.F. with many better well centering and attractive singles, this intact collection
has many quality and well centered singles that have been carefully hand-picked by knowledgeable collector for many
decades who was as careful about identifying his stamps as he was carefully mounting them in his album. If you collect
or deal in premium U.S. singles, this collection should be on your bid list. (photo on web site).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
1006 H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1975. Carefully mounted in Scott National album, containing used: 1a, 2, 7, 9, 12, 14,
15 with PSE certificate, 17, 20 with PF certificate, 25, 29, 30, 30A, 33, 36, 37 with PSE certificate, 38, 67, 70, 71, 75, 85B,
90, 91, 95-99, 118-21, 122 altered proof, 137, 138 with APS certificate, complete mixed mint and used National,
Continental and American banknote sets (mostly properly identified), 190 with Weiss certificate, 277 (2), 278, 293, 491
used with APS certificate, mint: 35, 68, 69, 76, 77, 87, 88, 89, 93, 112-14, 116 with Weiss certificate, 123, 133, 208, 211,
212-18, 219-29, 230-42, 257, 258, 261, 264-76A, 274, 275, 279-84, 285-92, 294-99, 300-12, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73,
331-42, 343-47, 374-82, 397-400A, 401-4, 407, 414-21, 422-23, 424-440, 453 line pair, 454 pair, 460, 462-76, 478,
479-80, 498//518 (missing 500, 505), 523, 524, 526-30, 532, 551//73, 581-90, 599A single and pair, 630, 634A,
692-701, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53 and 65E-15h. Usual mixed condition with usual faults (mostly among the classical
issues) and many great 20th century issues, overall a useful collection with plenty of cumulative value, includes
collectors inventory list adding up to over $120,000 worth of Scott catalog value, but the value needs to be adjusted for
removed cancels, altered Washington / Franklin coils, occasional misidentified issues, etc., generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
1007 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1999. This is without a doubt one of the highest quality collections we have seen in
this sale with many stamps of exceptional centered and quality, many stamps are very fresh and there are more than the
usual amount of never hinged stamps scattered about, the collection is offered largely intact, so there is the opportunity
of getting some great singles that might otherwise be offered individually as part of this collection, 24 of the stamps have
accompanying certificates, a few of which are graded and several of the stamps receiving grades of XF90 or XF-Sup
95+, notable items include - used: 1, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 25, 29, 33, 36, 37, 68-72, 75-78, 90, 95-98, 112-21, 134, 135,
138, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 189-91, 217-18, 275-76A and mint: 209-11, 212-15, 219-27, 229, 230-39, 248, 254, 258,
264-74, 282C-84, 285-90, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 331-41, 357-58, 367-73, 374-82, 394-96 pairs, 397-400A,
401-3, 407, 414-20, 422, 424-39, 457-58 pairs, 469-75, 479-80, 498-518, 524, 525-30, 531-34A, 547, 551-73, 581-91,
599A pair, 630, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, E3, E5-8, E11-13, Q1-12, JQ1-5, J19, J23-26, J42,
J55, J61-68, K1-18, O25, O47-56, O58-60, O64, O91, O106, PR59-60, RW1 and RW3-65, generally F.-V.F. and better,
If you are a collector or dealer of higher quality stamps, you really need to spend some time with this lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
1008 H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-2004. In 9 Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases. Highlights - used: 17, 29, 30A,
32, 67, 68-71, 76-78, 92, 97-98, 115-17, 119, National, Continental and American banknotes appear mostly complete,
although missing a few higher values and some misidentified, 276-78, 292-93, O5, O26, O29, O30, O42, O64,
Treasury, Interior, War sets appear complete (mint and used, but mixed papers), decent first issue perforated revenues,
appears mostly complete to $5, second issue mostly complete to $5 and mint: 112-14, 189, 205, 212-16, 219D-28,
230-41, 243, 264-75, 279-84, 285-91, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, decent level of Washington / Franklins with a few
better coils, 397-404, 479-80, 523, 524, 547, 551-73 (mostly correctly identified), 581-91, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 834,
1053 (2), Recalled Legends of the West, C1-6, C13-15, E5, E8 (2), E9-10, JQ1-5, O44, PR114-25, Q1-8, Q1, K1-7,
K10-12, RW12-15, RW22, RW24, RW25, RW27, RW28, RW34, RW35 and many mint ducks up to $15, nice Spanish
American War overprints, with Cuba, Guam 4-11, E1, Philippines, decent Canal Zone, Danish West Indies, Hawaii
including better mint banknote period: 44-45, 63, 69, 73 (2), and Philippines (Spanish Period), condition is a little mixed
and some earlies are occasionally misidentified, but if you can see beyond to the true value, you will see that there are
many great key values with much value, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections
1009 H/m
U.S., High Value Collection, 1847-1930’s. In old time Lissiuk album with much value from early classic
issues, to back of the book, through revenues, containing mint: 38 stained, 141 no gum, 122E, 226, 233, 235, 237,
268-69, 272-73, 290, 339, E5 (2), E6, PR2P4-PR4P4, PR4, 17 values of Newspaper card proofs, PR114-25, used: 2
faulty, 9, 17 (2), 29, 36, 37 (2), 39 repaired faults, 67, 72, 76 (3), 77, 86, 87 (2), 89, 90 (2), 92, 96, 97 (2), 100, 101, 112-21,
116-17, 119, 120, 121, 134-38, 143, 144, 145-55, 160, 162, 163, 165 (2), 166 (2), 208, 217, 218 (2), 228-29, 263,
275-78, 291, 312, 342, J15-19, J22-26, group of 27 locals, Confederate States 1-2, 4-5, 13 mint vertical strip of four, a
few locals, a couple pages of officially sealed stamps, decent early revenues with some better imperf and part perf first
issue, respectable perforated section including R97c, R98c, R100c, R101c and R102c, second issue: R128, R131,
third issue: R134-50, R195-205, Proprietary RB5b, RB7b, RB16b, RB19b and RB32-39 mint, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, centering and quality are both mixed, with usual issues that you find among the early classical issues, so
viewing is highly recommended. Scott $67,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1010 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1857-1985. In White Ace album, containing - used: 149, 151, 152, 162, 163 and mint: 24,
112-14, 135, 136, 145-47, 158, 182-84, 189, 205, 207, 212, 214-17, 218-29, 252, 253, 256, 257, 259, 270-75, 279-84,
300-9, 331-41, 343-47 horizontal pairs, 358, 374-81, 396 pair, 407, 414-20, 429-35, 438, 457-58 pairs, 468, 470-71,
473, 474, 497 pair, 498-518 (missing 505), 525-30, 551-73, 581-91, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, E3,
E5-8, F1, J1, J3-4, J7, J15-16, J23-26, J28, J31, J33-35, J41, J48-49, J55-57, J60, J66-67, JQ1-5, Q1-12, K1-15 and
K17, o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, condition is a little mixed and overall of better
quality than most. Scott $31,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1011 HH/H/m U.S., High Quality and Well Centered Collection, 1893-1954. Neatly mounted home made pages,
containing used: 112-17, 119, 121 and mint: 230-40 (PF certificate on 230-31, 233, 234, 237), 285-90 (287 and 289 with
PF certificates), 293, 294-95, 297 with PSE certificate, 298, 300-8 (306 with photocopy of PF certificate and 308 with
PSE certificate), 323 with PF certificate, 324-25, 327, 328-30, 367-73, 397-400A, 400-3, 479-80, 523, 524 with PSE
certificate, 537 with PF certificate, 547, 548-50 (550 with PF certificate), 551-73, 614-21, 630, 630 Dot over S variety,
803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15 and Q1-12 (Q7 with PF certificate), o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged),
generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine, great collection of much higher quality than usually found in one collection with
many exceptionally centered stamps that was formed many years ago and finally found it’s way back to collectors
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1012 H/m
U.S., Collection, 1895-1974. On Lighthouse hingeless pages, containing: 250-63, 264-78, 311-13, 343-47
pairs, 357-58, 394-96 pairs, 446 pair and line pair with APS certificates, 447 paste up pair, 470-80, 500, 505, 523, 532
pair, 578-79, 595 and C1-6, generally F.-V.F., a lovely better quality collection with many great cancels and well
centered stamps. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1013 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1901-20. On Scott National pages, containing - mint: 294-99, 300-3, 323-27, 328-30,
339-41, 358, 367-73 with duplicates in multiples, 369 (3), 380-81, 400, 414-20, 422 APS certificate, 427-35, 440 PF
certificate, 465-66, 468-71, 473-74, 476, 497 pair, 532, 534A pair, and used: 456 with PSE certificate and 477-78 each
on piece with Shanghai cancels, o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F., very fresh and attractive with
duplication of multiples and shades (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1014 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1893-1980’s. In two White Ace albums, containing mint: 230-40, 285-90, 292, 294-99,
319g, 323-27, 328-29, 367-73, 397-400, 614-21, 630, C1-6, C10a, O3, O15-16, O18-20, O22-23, O25, O29, O35, O52,
O54, O59-61, O72-75, O77, O84-85, O89, O91-92, O107, RW2, RW6-9, RW11-12, RW14-33 and RW35-50, o.g.,
some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F., condition is a little mixed and overall of better quality than most. Scott
approximately $16,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1015 H/m
U.S., Old Time Classic Collection, 1851-1913. On vintage European pages, containing - used: 9, 12, 32,
68-71, 76-77, 112-14, 116-17, 121, 137, 153-55, 217-18, 219D-29, 230-45, 288-92, some banknote dues, Confederate
States 1 and 4 and mint: 285-87 and 298-99, quality and condition vary, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $18,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1016 HH/H/m U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1869-1940. Mounted in White Ace album, with many well centered and
sound singles, containing used highlights: 116-17, 238-39, 241-42, 244-45, 291, 291-93 and mint highlights: 230-37,
287 with plate number, 285-90, 323-26, 328-30, 371 (2 horizontal pairs), 373 (horizontal pair and block of four),
397-400A, 401-2, 614-21, 630, 656 pair, C18 and E3., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections
1017 H/m/)
U.S., Accumulation of Better Singles and Covers, Mostly From 1851-1930’s. Large accumulation of
100+ covers, a small book of mint issues and nice group of better early classic singles, with notable items that include:
stamps (used, unless noted otherwise): 9 mint with PF certificate, 12, 17, 24 mint block of four, 73 mint block of four, 114
mint, 133 mint, 217 mint, 241 mint, 255 mint plate number strip of three, 267 (8 plate number strips of three), 286 mint
plate number pair, 297 mint, 298 mint corner margin block of six, 325 (2 mint), 328-30 mint, 368 horizontal and vertical
mint pairs, 400A mint, 489 (5 mint line pairs, 22 mint pairs), 516 mint, 518 mint, 534 mint vertical and horizontal pairs and
block of four, 547 mint, 620-21 mint centerline blocks, 623 mint block of four, C1 block of four, C3 block of four, C5 mint
plate block of six, Q11 mint, 112-E4b/c part perf horizontal pair, covers: with five stampless cover with 1820 ship letter
with bill of landing, 33 3¢ 1861 covers (64B/65), 1850 Geo. W. & Jehial, Hats, Caps & Furs stampless cameo addressed
to New Orleans, 24 pair and single on black National Hotel, Baltimore cameo cover, 211 group of eight covers, five of
which are addressed to European destinations, one with University Notre Dame corner card and one with The
Fountograph Co. pen and pencil ad cover, World Columbian Expo; Oct 21 Manhatten Day advertising souvenir cover
(U351/232), Oct 30 Columbus Day (last day of exhibition) group of four advertising souvenir covers (U348/235,
U349/232, U350/233, U350/234), 510 block of six and 512 block of four on large APO package front to Denver on
airplane silk, 630 on last day of White Plains exposition cover on large envelope, seven WWII patriotic covers, four early
first flights, C11 on first Aeroplane flight addressed to Indian Motorcycle Co. advertising return cover, a few 1953-1960
Federal Reserve Bank parcel tags, nice group of early postal stationary with a few Nesbitts and early postal cards,
condition seems better than usually encountered (although stamps have been kept in plastic a bit too long leading to
excessive oxidation of a few stamps), you will find plenty of better items than usually encountered with many items
identified and noted for easy break down, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1018 H/m
U.S., The Dealer’s Friend Collection, 1851-1999. Several collections brought together, actually: three
binders of White Ace pages (20th-century definitives, plus commemoratives 1976-99) plus a Liberty album running
through 1975/76; while early issues are hit-or-miss, with a mix of mint and used, from about the mid-1920s on we find
nary an empty commemorative space, and very few used items; everything mounted, and our spot check turned up only
never hinged; includes an array of Washington-Franklins (including several Schermacks), a few Kansas-Nebraskas,
several line pairs among the coils, Airs complete less #C3 and the Zeppelins, etc., etc.; much very nice quality, and a
huge amount of face value in the modern material; a mix of additional items (stationery, mint sheets, stamps still in their
USPS mailers…including an imperforate Bugs and a Recalled Legends of the West, plus a file box of mint stock from
#294 forward) round out the offering, F.-V.F. with much better (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1019 HH/Ha U.S., Plate Block Mini-Collection, 1893-1940, plate blocks. Nice group of mostly different (except for some
minor duplication of a few favorites), including Scott 230 plate block of four, 548, 618, 619, 620-21, 628, 657, 701, 715,
832, 833, 834 (7), 855, a few 10¢ Famous Americans, C2, C4, C9 (2), C16, C22 (2), C31 (2) and C46 (11), nice group
with small quantities of these always popular issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1020 HH/H
U.S., Plate Number Strip Collection, 1890-1897. On Vario stock pages, containing plate number strips of
three: 225, 237, 247, 249-54, 258, 264, 266-70, 273 (2), 280, 281, 282, 283 and plate number strips of four: 231-32 and
235-36, o.g., some stamps never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine, attractive group of plate number multiples. Scott
approximately $13,528 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1021 HH/H
U.S., Prexie Specialized Collection, 1938. Plate blocks ½¢ to 50¢ with heavy duplication, first day covers,
and a few better Durland numbers, magnificent face value, bring a calculator with you, it will add up fast, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1022 HH/H
U.S., Premium Collection, 1876-1960. Superb lot that includes trial colors of Officials, 10¢ Dept of State
Atlanta proof, Famous Americans collection plate blocks & first day covers complete, roll of 500 #844, complete sheets
#644, 614, 617, plate blocks 692-701, Prexie plate blocks complete, mint C1-C6, mint K1-K4, K7-K8, K17-K18, 2¢ Reds
plate blocks, recalled Legends of the West sheet, 71 with fancy cancel, White Plains sheet, it doesn’t get any better than
this, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1023 H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1990’s. In H.E. Harris Liberty album, containing 1-2, 30A, 36-38, 68-72, 76-77,
112-117, 119-22, 120-21, nicely filled in banknotes (although several misidentified), 230-42, 238-39, 277-78, 291-93,
294-99, 323-27, 341-42, some USPS postage, Q1-12, some better officials and some decent stationary cut squares,
some first issue revenues and ducks complete to 2001, expect usual mixed condition as you usually see with classic
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, nice little collection with better items scattered about to be worthy of
consideration (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1024 m
U.S., Group of Better Classic Issues. From an old time hoard from an old New England family that has been
squirrelled away for over a century among family papers and mementos with some old banknotes with a $5 Wareham
Bank banknote and a couple fractional currency notes, a small glassine of local issues, an 1863 receipt franked with
R1b (2) and R27c (2) for interest and insurance of Ship Cornelius Howland, and finally a group of better type 1850’s
Franklin’s perforated in group of three (mostly in strips of three) on piece, most of which are type IV (Scott 23) with
various recutting’s, usual mixed condition, with some great pieces that will quickly add up to high value, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1025 HH
U.S., Collection of High PSE Graded Singles, 1916-33. 484 pair graded Gem 100J, 489 single graded
Superb 98J, 535 plate number single graded Gem 100J, 548 graded XF-Sup 95J, 617 graded Superb 98, 620 graded
Superb 98, 628 graded Superb 98, 643 graded Superb 98J, 682 encapsulated, graded Superb 98J, 702 graded Superb
98, 707 graded Superb 98, 708 graded Superb 98, 711 graded Superb 98, 714 graded Superb 98, 720 graded Superb
98, 731a graded Gem 100J, 733 graded Superb 98, 788 graded Superb 98, 816 graded Superb 98, 817 graded Superb
98, 821 graded Superb 98, 825 graded Superb 98, 828 graded Superb 98, 838 graded Superb 98 and C12 graded
XF-Sup 95J, o.g., never hinged. Scott $3,525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1026 (H)
U.S., Farley Imperf Sheet Collection, 1935. Full sheets 754, 755, 756-765, 771, also duplicate sheets of
756-759, 762-763, these are getting more & more difficult to find, minor flaws, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1027 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1995. Mounted in six Lindner hingeless albums, some better used
includes 156-163, 165, 230-39, 285-290, 294-299, 323-237, 327-330, 397-404, useful Washington Franklins, C1-C3,
Q1-Q12, mint has Prominent Americans complete, plus plenty of face, a sweet lot with many choice items, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1028 H/m
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1860’s-1980’s. In seven Scott National, Minuteman or Minkus albums and
a stock book of better issues with pages up to 1970’s or 1980’s containing used: 238 (2), 240 (2), 243, mint: 113, 145,
185, 212, 230-40, 231 Broken hat variety, 238, 239, 288, 296-98, rotary coil pairs type set with 497 line pair, 1922
Bureau’s to 50¢ (mixed flat and rotary), 572, 573, 614-21 (2), 630, 692-701, 1030-53, 1053, C4-6, C1-6, C18, E1 and
plenty of face value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1029 H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1940. Mounted in Mystic American Heirloom album, containing mint: 232-37, 294-99,
328-30, 498-518 (without 505), 548-50, 551-73, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, used: 1, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, 25,
29, 30, 33, 36, 71, 77-78, 87, 91, 92, 96-98, 115, 117, 160 and 162, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, nice collection adding up to decent cumulative value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1030 H/m
U.S., Large Balance Collection, Late 19th Century to Early 2000’s. Five large boxes of miscellaneous
U.S. stamps, containing 800-1000 souvenir pages from 1980’s to early 2000’s in 24 USPS souvenir page albums or
binders, several albums with hundreds of first day covers and so much unprocessed and messy group of stamps in
glassines, album pages, small boxes, etc., making this a good lot with potential for mystery box lovers, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1031 H/m
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1880’s-1990’s. Six albums (with two Liberty albums, a Minkus All American
album, two Minkus albums and a Lighthouse hingeless albums) and a group of White Ace pages of singles and plate
blocks from the 1930’s-60’s, with used: 208, 238, Confederate States 1, mint: 230-37, 288, 302, 304, 323-25, 328-30,
331-5, 337-9, 416, 591, 803-34 set of plate blocks and C2, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice little bread and butter
group with useful 20¢+ face value postage and useful amount of little goodies (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1032 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1930-75. Thousands of mint & used stamps, in glassines and mostly
identified, heavy duplication, 3¢ to 5¢ values, also includes mint postal stationery, ration cards, proper evaluation
should give you an idea of its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1033 m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1990’s. In four Scott Specialty albums with slip cases, neatly hinged on clean pages,
with notable items include: 9, 214, 229, 230-40, 285-92, 294-99, 300-12, 323-30, 341-42, 397-404, 460, 523, C1-6,
C18, E1-3, E5-9, Q1-12, O111, RW2-4, RW8-9 and RW16-62, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1034 HH/H
U.S., Better Plate Blocks, 1918-50’s. In small box filled with glassines, with highlights: 529, 548, 549, 560
(block of four with plate number), 611, 615, some 2¢ reds, 719 (2), 3¢ purples, Famous Americans, quantities of
Overrun countries and 1053 (no gum), mixed condition, sure to be an easy break down as each glassine is identified
and ready for individual sale, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
2016 Scott $4,200+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1035 H/m
U.S., Group of Premium Stamps with Certificates, 1847-1998. 11 stamps certified genuine with Weiss
certificates (all with varying degree of faults), consisting of used: 1 faulty, 100, mint: 208, 259, 289, 290, 298-99, 381,
517, 519 NH, E6a, and nine different Express / Priority / dollar value stamps each with graded certificate by PSE from
F-VF 75 to Superb 98, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1036 HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1898-2000. Powerful small lot with mint 692-701, Prexies complete, C1-C6,
C10a, 1945 NY Stock Transfer Tax Specimens, QE3 plate block, face with souvenir sheets, full sheets with values up to
$5, inspection will prove useful, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1037 HH/H/m U.S., Mini-Collection, 1851-1941. Nice group of different stamps, mint consisting of 235 (2), 236, 238, 517
block of four with plate number, 620-21 bottom arrow blocks, 834, C1 (2), C13, C18 and used: 9, 14, 113-120 and 119,
useful group of these always popular issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1038 H/)
U.S., Liberty Issues Collection, 1954-80. Extensive collection in Lighthouse binder with slipcase and
Lighthouse sheet file folder containing plate blocks and singles, tagged and untagged varieties, wet and dry printings,
large and small hole coils, booklet panes, including 1052 (3 plate blocks), 1053 (5 plate blocks) and sheets, including
1051 sheet, F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1039 H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1950. Approximately 95 items housed in a Uni-Safe stockbook, mint
includes 10X1, 112, 212, 230, 233-234, 238-240, 287, 291, 325, C3, C18, O83, O115 pair (2), better used has 9 with red
cancel, 68 (4), 69, 73 (3), 76, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1040 HH/H
U.S., Group of Multiples, Sheets and Souvenir Sheets, 1920’s-30’s. In mint sheet file, containing singles:
616 (27), 617 (16), souvenir sheets: 730-31 (9), 735 (8), 750 (6), and sheets: 644, 649-50, 657, 680, 681, 682, 683, 906,
909-21 and C24, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1041 HH/H/m U.S., Gutter Snipe Collection, 1920’s-80’s. Approximately 200 pieces of mostly mint and mostly blocks of
four, with captures ranging from perf captures to portions of stamps opposite the gutter, in two small stock books with
many early 1920’s and 1930’s issues, with highlights: 632 pair with portions of stamp opposite the gutter, 634, 636, 641
single, 642 used pair, 648, 692, 694 with small portions of gutter stamps, 699, 700, 720, some Presidentials and early 3¢
purples, several Famous Americans and 3¢ commemoratives to modern 1980’s commemoratives, used and o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1042 H/m
U.S., Postage, Postal Card and Back of the Book Accumulation, Mostly From Late 19th Century to
1950’s. Containing mostly 3¢ commemoratives in vest pocket blocks booklets and sheet file folders with a group of
1926 Planes over Map of U.S. airmails, an accumulation of postal cards, sorted by issue and identified in individual
glassines, containing some better mint UX5, UX8a, UX8c, UX13, UX20, a couple miscut 1914 Jefferson cards, UY1,
several used UX1 cards, UX3 (2 mint), UX6 (2 mint), UX7 (2 mint), UX8 mint, UX9 (2 mint), UX11 (2 mint), UX12 mint,
UX15 mint, UX19 mint and UX21 mint and a nice little group of first issue revenues in old time approval book, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1043 H/m
U.S., Oddity Balance, 1890’s-1990’s. A couple boxes with items you don’t see very often, with
approximately a couple hundred U.S. covers from 1851-1902 with Q1 on post card and a few postal stationery items,
State Ducks, many of which are earlier issues, with California 9, Delaware 1 (2), Illinois 1, 2, Michigan 9 self adhesive
pane of 10, North Dakota 32 (2), Wisconsin 1 (2), Christmas Seal and Tuberculosis collection on White Ace pages
(and a small box of loose Christmas seals) with group of Worldwide Christmas Seals including 35+ stamps with Cuban
Tuberculosis stamps and Island of Formosa, Possessions: Canal Zone, Hawaii, 31 mint, 34 (2 used), 71 used,
Philippines with some early Spanish issues and group of overprints on U.S. stamps, Puerto Rico rectified spirits stamps,
some Arthur Szyk albums pages, including China, Poland and Russia pages, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1044 H/m
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1880’s-1990’s. A medium size tote full of glassines, a couple stock books
and stock pages and a smaller shoe box full of black dealer cards, with highlights: used, a Vario stock page of #11’s,
115, 160, 237 (2), three Vario stock pages of early design special delivery issues (E1-E5), R101c, RO9 (24), and mint,
233, 234, 248 block of four, 250 block of four, 294 block of four, 294-99, 324 (12), 329 block of four with plate number,
330, 335, 400, 463a, 497 pair, 508-12, 517, 591, 627 plate block, 650 (2 plate blocks) and 40P4, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, a nice little bread and butter group with a useful amount of little goodies (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1045 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1995. Mounted in three American Heirloom albums, mint 617-619,
620-621, C6, C18, used 112-117, 230-240, 285-290, 294-299, 326-327, 328-300, 397-404, 658-665, 667-668,
669-674, C1-C5, useful mint & used Washington Franklins, a lovely beginner’s collection or break it up for internet
sales, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1046 HH/H/m U.S., Random Selections Collection, 1875-1976. Containing a bit of this and a bit of that; note fancy
cancels (including flower and negative star) on #175 and #183, 1920s Reds used blocks of 4, plate blocks (and regular
blocks of four) 1922-40 with later, eight sheet files with 3¢ to 13¢ postage (most in complete sheets), a few perfins,
precancels and Schermacks, 1930 New York Expo poster stamps, Prexie First Days to the 25¢, 19th- and early
20th-century covers, etc., etc.; some better items, but still overall a useful and interesting lot in need of sorting, F.-V.F.
with better, worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1047 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-2000. A handsome lot in two stockbooks and in glassines, you will find
U.S. 300 (3), 503 (4), 506 (3), 507 (2), 509 (2), 510 (2), 617-619 (2), plate blocks 1295, 1612, full sheet 3209, 3210, also
full sheets postage dues, Ryukyu collection, Philippines N10-N11 plate blocks of ten, inspect carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1048 HH/H/) U.S., Balance of Collection, 1907-95. Intriguing lot, includes J88 full sheet, J89 to J104 plate blocks, mint
Philippines 220 & 226 NH, 229, modern Officials with $183 face, $916 catalog, plus nine valentines and several
hundred picture postcards, mostly chromes, with dogs, cats, horses and Michigan postcards, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1049 m
U.S., Cool Cancels Compendium, 1851-79. In a camel-fronted heavy board stockbook; many hundreds
(our rough count came to well over 600) of US Classics bearing a variety of cancels and markings; we note manuscript
rates, a wealth of c.d.s.’s, a range of targets, New York Foreign Mail, flowers and circles-of-wedges, geometrics,
“compass points”, PAID, grids, stars, crosses, negative letters and numerals, and more; generally clean and sound
throughout, Very Fine overall, add this to your viewing list.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1050 m
U.S., Approved Cancels Collection, 1861-80s. Presented on 14 stockpages of various makes; we counted
175 stamps, majority of which are from the Bank Note era; we note bulls-eyes, circled shields, grids, numerals,
crossroads, blues and violets, negatives (numerals, letters, stars and “US”), New York Foreign Mail examples, an
octagonal Philadelphia c.d.s., geometrics, flowers and wedges, even a few 10¢ Continental varieties (double paper, silk
fibers (2), ribbed paper), etc. A few stamps with condition issues, but cancels are Very Fine overall, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1051 HH/H
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, 1918-2005. Over 60 items with 1055c, 1890a, 1949b, 2005a,
476 imperf between, 1897Ac, 1908a, 2134a, and many more plus imperfs, misregistration, misperfed, enormous
catalog value, don’t pass it up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1052 HH/H
U.S., EFO Assortment, 1930s-2000. Many hundreds arrayed on sales cards, stock sheets, in a sheet folder,
etc.; among the highlights are under-inked #807; miscut #807a, 2527 and C80; misregistered #1436 and J99;
imperforate #1518c (pair), 1597, 1895 and 2115 (pair, miscut); plus sheets of #925 with ink smearing top third of sheet,
#1338 with blind perforations in right margin, #2169 dry printing, and much more, generally F.-V.F., excellent retail
potential; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1053 HH/H
U.S., Booklet / Booklet Pane Collection, 1954-2001. Mostly mint collection of both booklet panes and
booklets with various positions and plate number captures, electric eyes, gum varieties, various slogans, perfs, etc.,
neatly presented on Scott Specialty pages and Vario pages, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., contains owners
inventory list (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1054 HH/H/m U.S., Booklet / Booklet Pane Collection, 1902-38. Mostly mint collection of both booklet panes and
booklets with various positions and plate numbers, neatly presented on Scott Specialty pages and Vario pages, with
booklet panes: 279Bj position C, 319g positions A and E, 319g used position E, 332a positions E, H and M, 374a
positions D and I, 375a positions A, B, D, I and M, 405b positions A, D, I and J, 406a positions A, B, C, D, H, I and L, 424d
positions A-C, D with four different plate numbers, H-O, 425e positions A-C, D with four different plate numbers, I-N,
462a positions A-C, D with two different plate numbers, H-J, 463a positions A-D, H-L, 498e positions A-C, D with 51
different plate numbers, H-O, 499e positions A-C, D with 55 different plate numbers, H-O, 501b positions A-C, D with 3
different plate numbers, H-J, L, 502b positions A-C, D with 7 different plate numbers, H, J-O, 552a positions A-C, D with
7 different plate numbers, H-N, 554c positions A-C, D with 37 different plate numbers, H, J-O, 583a, 632a, eight with
plate number captures, 634d, 28 with plate number captures, 702b, 6 with plate number captures, 3mm: 804b, with five
plate number captures, 806b, with three different plate number captures, 807a, with four plate number captures,
2.5mm: 804b, with 7 plate number captures, 806b, with three different plate number captures, 807a, with 27 plate
number captures and a few electric eye captures, F.-V.F., contains owners inventory list (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1055 HH/H/m U.S., Airmail and Postal Insurance Booklet / Booklet Pane Collection, 1928-81. Mostly mint collection of
both booklet panes and booklets with various positions and plate numbers and other varieties, neatly presented on
Scott Specialty pages and Vario pages, with booklet panes: C10a, positions mostly complete, only missing Position N,
C25a with electric eye dashes and four stamps with partial plate numbers, C39a wet and dry printing and five panes with
plate numbers, C51a two stamps with plate number captures, C60a with plate number capture, C64b slogan 1 - three
panes with plate number captures, slogan 2 - one pane with plate number capture, slogan 3 - two panes with plate
number captures and three tagged panes with plate number captures, C72b five stamps with various electric eye
markings, C72c with plate number capture, C78a one pane with electric eye markings and four stamps with partial plate
numbers, C79a two panes with plate number captures and booklets: BKC1, BKC15, BKC18, insurance booklets and
booklet panes including QI1 booklet and airmail panes first day covers, F.-V.F., contains owners inventory list (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1056

U.S., Airmail Plate Blocks, Booklet Panes & Singles, 1857-1945. With 34 plate blocks, 6 booklets and 4
singles, all mint that includes 24, 771, C1, C1-C6, C10a (4), BKC 12, C10 plate block, C16, C22 (4), C24 (2), C12, E14,
much is NH, careful inspection is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,502

1057 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of the early experimental type I
plate block types as described by Sloat and Yokota as well as a group of type IV plate blocks, with many different plate
numbers, containing 106 type I plate blocks of 10, 30 type I plate blocks of 8, 2 type Ia plate blocks of 10, 2 type Ib plate
blocks of 10, 24 type Id plate blocks of 10 and 260 type IV plate blocks of 10, F.-V.F. Durland $8,140+ (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1058 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Collection of large plate blocks, with different
plate numbers that could be interesting for the CE2 specialist with 30 type I plate blocks of eight, 6 type II plate blocks of
ten and 26 type III plate blocks of ten, F.-V.F. Durland $3,640 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1059 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of 445 type IV plate blocks with
some duplication of different plate numbers or little varieties that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist,
o.g., some never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $6,675 (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1060 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of the early experimental plate
block types as described by Sloat and Yokota, with many different plate numbers, containing 56 type Ia plate blocks, 45
type Ib plate blocks and 300 type Id plate blocks, o.g., some never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $4,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1061 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of the early experimental plate
block types as described by Sloat and Yokota, with many different plate numbers, containing 356 type I plate blocks and
65 type Id plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1062 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Collection with each of the four plate block
types, with very mild duplication, includes some of the more difficult thick red, thin blue type II or type III plate blocks,
containing 107 type I, 20 type II, 3 type III and 14 type IV plate blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland
$3,180 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1063 HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of type IV plate blocks from the
Robert Markovits stock, with many different plate numbers, containing 162 type IV plate blocks and 33 type IVd, scoop
plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $2,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1064 m
U.S., Postage Due Hoard, 1895-97. Incredible hoard of used J40-43 in blocks, strips and large pieces, many
VF and better sound examples left in, generally F.-V.F. Scott $54,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1065

U.S., Reference Collection of Locals. 21 pages of an Alligator stockbook filled with singles, pairs and larger
multiples, totalling 724 pieces; Government City Dispatch, City Express Post, American Letter Mail Co., Bouton’s,
Boyd’s, Brainard & Co., Carnes, Chicago Penny Post, Floyd’s, Hussey’s, Metropolitan, Pomeroy’s, Swarts, and many
others represented; mostly reprints or reference, but note two blocks of #136L4 (horizontal of eight and block of 25)
each with a 2014 PF certificate, o.g. or without gum, Very Fine, worth a look for hidden gems (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1066

U.S., Locals Reference Presentation, 1850-. 179 examples, neatly arranged on blank pages in Scott series
number, ranging between 2L and 161L, with each series present represented by between one and 14 stamps; most
unused, though we do note several cancellations; many if not most are likely fakes or forgeries, but an excellent
reference collection for the specialist, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1067 m
U.S., Revenue First Issues with Pre-Printing Paper Folds, 1862. A delightful holding comprising 73
examples of the Internal Revenue getting it wrong, arranged in Scott order; each item with at least one pre-printing fold,
some more dramatic than others, but all fun additions to a collection; in full, contains #R1a, R5a, R10c (on document),
R24c, R25a, R27b, R36b, R36c (2), R40c, R41a, R41c, R42b, R42c, R43c, R44a, R44c, R45b, R45c, R48b, R48c (in
pair with normal), R49c, R50c, R52a, R52b, R52c, R53b, R54b, R54c, R55c, R56a, R56b, R56c, R57a, R57c, R58a,
R58b, R58c, R59b, R60c (pair), R61c, R62b, R63b, R63c, R64a, R64b, R66a,R66c, R68a, R69a, R70a, R70c, R72a,
R73a, R74c, R75a, R75c, R76a, R79c, R81c (2, 1 in pair with normal), R82a, R82c, R83c, R85c, R86a, R88a, R89a,
plus #RO46a, RO98a, RO112a, RO116d and RS140a, Scott values these at over $4,100 as “regular” stamps—without
any premium as paper folds; small condition issues throughout, still F.-V.F. overall, well worth a look (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1068 H/m
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1950’s. In two albums, one collection album and one album of Vario pages
of many duplicates, with, a few first issue used and unused multiples, R41c, R51c (2), R76c (2), R77c, R79c, R83c (4),
R84c (8), R86c (5), R87c (3), R90c, R94c (2), R98c, R146, R175 no gum, good wine section, 50+ Cigarette, Cigar, Snuff
and Tobacco stamps, 15 Beer / Distillery stamps, decent playing cards and a few manila stock pages of postal
stationary cut squares, generally F.-V.F., nice group with some unusual items (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1069 m
U.S., Revenues on Documents, 1880-1955. Approximately 3,000 to 4,000 state & federal revenues,
includes checks, stock receipts, brokerage sales slips, state revenues are mostly New York, a fabulous collection for
the revenue maven, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1070 m
U.S., Revenues on Documents, 1861-1940. Approximately 175 documents, includes first through third
issues, Battleships, tobacco paids, liquor stamps, state tax stamps, & documentaries, on fire insurance, checks with
some illustrated, receipts, billheads, many interesting items for the revenue specialist, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
1071 H
U.S., Private Die Medicine, Extensive Medicine Bottle Collection. Over 150 items, a lifetime collection of
these scarce to rare collectible items that the medicine stamps were used on, over 25 with original boxes and includes 2
electro-shock kits, owner spent into five-figures and is hoping for more than our ultra-conservative estimate, viewing is
not only enjoyable but fascinating to see the various cure-alls and quackery that was prevalent at these historic times,
Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1072 HH
U.S., TurDucken First Class Collection, 1940-80. Exquisite group of duck stamps and prints, includes a
stockbook with over $2,500.00 catalog federal & state duck stamps include tabs and plate blocks signed by the artist
(RW44, RW8), many mint NH singles between RW7-RW49, framed mint NH sheet RW43, Maryland state ducks
1976-1983, most with full tab, three framed artist signed & numbered prints with stamps, 1976 Wild Turkey stamp (first
wild turkey stamp, 1979 Missouri Waterfowl Stamp 1 (stamp alone catalogs $400) with autographed print & certificate,
and 1979 Wild Turkey stamp with hand drawn remarque of turkey in margin of print, not your everyday duck collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1073 HH
U.S., Michigan State Duck Stamp Sheets, 1980-99. In a binder, 35 complete sheets, $1,990 face value,
$6115 catalog value, worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1074 H/m
U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1958. In Scott Specialty album, with decent early imperfs including: R81a,
R90a, better part perfs, and great perforated issues, nearly complete (only missing some stray and key values) with
some multiples and varieties in the back, with R83c, R87c, R90c, R94c, R97c, R98c, R101c, nice second issue: R110,
R113, R116, R128, useful third issue: R136, R138, R143, R146, R147, R160, R172 mint, R245 NH, R644 mint, RB6a,
RB7b (2), RB13c, RB16a, RB16b, RB37 mint, RB40-41 mint, Savings Stamps: PS11b, PS12b, S6a, WS7b, WS8b,
Wines stamps, some Cigarettes, RK20 and seven early stampless covers, generally F.-V.F., nice little collection with
plenty of nice stamps and little varieties, sure to catch some attention (photo on web site). Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Accumulations
1075 H/m
U.S., High Scott Value Accumulation, 1851-1930’s. On Vario pages, containing - mint: 16, 17, 33, 69, 71,
73, 98, 119, 121, 135 no gum block of four, 152, 160, 229, 233; 240 (2), 325, 311, 386 with NH PF certificate, 528B (12,
most NH), 595, C5 (2), E4, J33, J52 (3 singles, plate block of eight, NH block of 54 and block of six), O1, O2, O6, O9, O15
NH block of four, O28, O31, PR40, PR57 (10 singles, corner margin block of four, NH block of nine), PR92, K16, RW6,
used: 22, 25A, 85C, 99, 112, 122, J43 and K16, generally F.-V.F. appearance, mixed condition, some usual faults and
possible alterations or removed cancels among the early classics, so careful viewing is suggested, overshadowed by
the vast amount of Scott value. Scott $72,739 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1076 H/m
U.S., Classic and Back of the Book Hoard, Mostly From 1860’s-1950’s. Group of old albums, loose album
pages and glassines packed with interesting stamps, with over Scott $5000 worth of front of the book and so much
interesting back of the book issues, consisting of a group of dollar bureaus three pieces, each with 50c and $1 tied to
piece, three old time stock books, first book with classical issues with #10, 233 mint, many early used special deliveries
with E3 (5), third book packed with old revenues with page of Narcotic issues, two glassines packed with unusual
revenue usages, two pages of first issue revenues sorted by issue, R160, telegraph stamps, fifteen small manila stock
cards packed with various local issues and the occasional reprint, four album pages packed with 75+ locals (and / or the
occasional reprint), album page of Consular Service Fee stamps, several stock pages of unusual not Scott listed
revenues, three stock pages of Private Die Proprietary issues, one album of revenue stamped documents, an album of
officials, with several Agriculture, Executive up to 6c, complete Interior, Treasury, War Department, Navy, Post Office
official sets, Dept. of State to 30c, interesting group of Australia - Victoria 44 reprints, many of which are from the King
Farook collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $19,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1077 H/m
U.S., Locals, Bulky Accumulation, 1840’s-70’s. Many hundreds of stamps and reprints unsorted and
mostly unidentified that would make a wonderful project for an expert (or person who wants to be an expert) of locals,
stamps are roughly sorted by issue, mostly in individual old glassines or approval cards with few stamps identified, in
addition, there were some interesting fantasy, including some of the Scott fantasy issues, additionally, you will find a
neat little section of worldwide locals, this group of stamps was found among a holding that hasn’t been looked at for
about 30 years, so who knows what might be here? This lot has some amazing potential to find some better Scott
singles, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1078 H/m
U.S., Estate Accumulation, Late 19th Century to 1980’s. Balance of estate in three large banker’s boxes
full of loose stamps in glassines and large envelopes, nine albums, with one nice album of possessions and another
albums with locals and precancels, several coil rolls, a group of huge cigar labels, group of early classical covers with 3¢
1851-1861 issues, a revenue stamped document, 65 on all over French Window Glass ad cover, a Confederate States
cover, 859-93 (3 FDC sets) and well over $1,000 of USPS face value postage, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1079 HH/H
U.S., Wholesale Group, 1930’s-76. Over $600 of premium face value, with souvenir sheets, plate blocks,
etc., containing large group of 1c Park souvenir sheets and many other Farley’s four sets of Famous American 859-93
plate blocks, group of souvenir sheets from 1930’s-1950’s in quantity from approximately 25-300 of each, two small
manila stock cards packed with 1059 line pairs, broken pad of 1976 13c State Flags, generally F.-V.F., nice group of
premium issues with better quality. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1080 H/m
U.S., Estate Balance Accumulation, 1850’s-1950’s. Early U.S. used and 20th century mint with plate
blocks, group of old albums, loose album pages and glassines packed with interesting stamps, with Scott 73 - two
covers, one of which has Wholesale Grocers corner card, small group of approval cards in small box, containing 36,
115, 135, 233 mint, 235 mint, 238 mint, 834 NH, 1053 mint, C11 mint plate block, E5 mint, RW6, several plate block
albums, containing 537 plate block, 548-50 blocks of four, 620-21 centerline blocks, C18 block of four with plate
number, three mint sheet file folders with large blocks and sheets of 1940’s-1950’s 3¢ issues, study of 20 Virginia covers
and post cards from 1890’s to 1970’s, priority envelope full of post office seals, in large multiples and better singles on
album pages, small group of legal papers with various checks and officially stamped receipts, Germany C37 L.Z. 127
Graf Zeppelin cover, $10 Federal Reserve Note, Series 1929, Liberty National Bank and Trust Company of Louisville,
Kentucky and hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1081 H/m
U.S., Accumulation, Mostly from 1850’s-1990’s. In 25+ albums, dealer counter books and stock books,
with a nice section of precancels along with precancel catalogs, plus a few small or medium boxes and many many
loose stock pages, glassines and loose unsorted material that were gleaned from an amateur dealer / accumulator who
spent many years purchasing collections and stocks from bourses and auction houses around the area and then took
out what he was interested in and left the balance to fill up his back room, this section is mixed mint and used unsorted or
roughly sorted material and you will find plenty of small premium items scattered about that quickly add up to decent
value, we highly recommend taking a little time to view….to take a little care when you flip through the pages to notice
the better stamps scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1082 HH

U.S., Five Full Sheets Chinese Resistance Issue (906). Fresh clean sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1083 H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1851-2010. In 10 volumes, includes mint 285-290, 658-662, 664-668,
669-671, 674-675, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, C4-C6, C18, plate blocks, postage, used
69, 76, 117, 239-240, RW1, with much more to come, some mixed condition, evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1084 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1851-2000. Housed in 14 volumes, includes a few mostly used
collections, cut square collection, precancel collection, used large Bank Note collection, used C1-C6, mint C18,
revenue collection, plus seven full rolls of (500) #1305, loads of face, a joy to view, great break up value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1085 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Pastiche, 1851-2000. Hundreds of mint and used stamps housed in 6 volumes, on pages
and in glassines. Mint highlights include 240, 550 block of four, 668, C18, K1, K4, K8, K9, K10, Philippines 231, N7,
Puerto Rico 210-214, used Kansas Nebraska overprints complete, lots of face value material including $5, patience will
be well rewarded, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1086 HH/H/m U.S., E.F.O. Dealer Stock, 1930’s-80’s. Over 150 errors in singles, blocks, booklet panes and booklets, with
a wide variety of errors: ie. misperfs, imperfs, dry prints, miscuts, ink smears, gutter snipes, printing shifts, etc., a great
lot to form the basis of a collection or for retail break down with a nice diversity of pieces, o.g., many never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1087 H/m
U.S., Vintage Accumulation, 1860’s-1980’s. Filling several large boxes full of various flotsam and jetsam of
an accumulator that saved every item of interest for many years, stamps are packed into old bank and other envelopes,
lots of postal stationery from the 1950’s to 1980’s some commercial mail from the early 20th century, a few quick items
of note include 15¢ grill on cover, probably #98 and R148 and R149 on quit claim deed from Pittsfield, Massachusetts
1872, usual condition issues, there doesn’t seem to be any great treasures, but you will find plenty of little $10, $20 and
higher items floating about that will add up in value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1088 H/m
U.S., Accumulator’s Hoard, 1860’s-2000’s. With four shoe boxes full of first day covers, six cover albums, a
box of post cards and four red boxes packed with thousands of glassines from early 1860 issues to modern issues, each
identified and sorted by issue, including some mixed mint middle value Columbians (up to 8¢) and other interesting finds
wait to be rediscovered, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1089 H/m
U.S., Small Balance, 1860’s-1940’s. Of better items from old time collection, containing mint 68, 229, 290,
289 vertical pair, 298, 330 two vertical pairs, 396 line pair, O37 block of 12, 143L8 vertical strip of three and C18 block of
four used on large legal size cover from New York to Friedrichshafen, expect usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Dealers Stocks
1090 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Dealer Stock, 1857-1915. Mostly mint stock of early classic issues to
mid-way through Washington / Franklins with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time
Elbe stockbook with hardy metal cover, containing: 24, 26 (7), 63 (2), 65 (2), 112 (4), 113 (2), 114 (3), 115, 116 (2), 145,
148 (2), 182 (3), 183 (6), 184 (9), 189, 206 (8), 207 (4), 209, 210 (13), 211 (8), 212 (6), 213 (16), 214 (50, several are
NH), 215, 216 (2), 219 (12), 219D, 220 (4), 221, 224, 225 (3), 227, 246 (4 singles and plate number strip of three), 247
(3), 248 (3), 250 (approximately 250, many of which are NH with some multiples), 252 (26, many of which are NH), 253
(5), 257, 258, 259 (3), 260, 264 (48), 265 (23), 266 (5), 267, 268, 270 (5), 272, 276, 279 (77), 279B (8), 279Bc, 280 (9),
283, 284 (2), 300 (46), 301 (11), 302 (18), 303 (52), 304 (9), 305 (5), 306 (53), 307 (4), 308 (21), 309, 319 (48), 331 (80),
332 (39), 333 (32), 334 (55), 335 (3), 337 (41), 339 (4), 340, 357 (13), 358 (21), 375 (48), 376 (29), 377 (2), 378 (27), 379
(9), 380 (4), 381 (3), 382 (2, one with PF certificate), 405 (4 singles and 1 plate block), 406 (16), 407 (17), 414 (17), 415,
416 (3), 417, 418 (22), 419, 420, 424 (19), 425 (128), 426 (25), 427 (7), 428 (12), 429 (9), 433 (15), 434 (5), 435 (3), 435a
(8), 437 (4), 438 (7), 440 (2) and 461 (3), generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles, an ideal old time stock,
with such a high population of popular issues such as Washington / Franklins and early 20th century and missing much
of the areas that people don’t want. Scott $100,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
1091 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Commemorative Dealer Stock, 1893-1926. Mostly mint stock of
Columbians to 2c White Plains with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time Elbe
stockbook with hardy metal cover, containing: 230 (65), 231 (77), 232 (45), 233 (61), 234 (32), 235 (23), 236 (12), 237
(13), 238 (11), 239 (8), 240, 285 (48), 286 (54), 287 (25), 288 (4 singles and plate number pair), 289 (12), 290 plate
number pair, 291 (4), 294 (81), 295 (138 singles and three plate number strips of five), 296 (23), 297 (29), 298 (8), 299
(22), 294-99 set, 323 (18), 324 (52), 325 (12), 326 (8), 327 (10), 328 (71 singles and plate number strip of three), 329
(125), 330 (4), 367 (29), 369 (2), 370 (33), 372 (103 singles and plate block of six), 397 (103), 398 (73), 399 (29), 400 (5),
400A (8), 401 (20), 402 (6), 403 (5), 404, 537 (37), 548 (36), 549 (34), 550 (58), 610 (148), 611 (21), 612 (84), 614 (122
singles and plate block), 615 (112), 616 (29), 617 (47 singles and plate block), 618 (54), 619 (10), 620 (129), 621 (55),
627 (25), 628 (76) and 629 (45), generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles, an ideal old time stock, with
such a high population of popular issues such as Columibans, Trans-Mississippi, Pan-Americans, etc. and missing
much of the areas that people don’t want. Scott approximately $108,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate
$20,000 - 30,000
1092 HH/H/m U.S., Better Dealer Stock, 1851-1930’s. Highly valuable group of better sets and singles on three binders of
counter book tear pages with each item identified with mint: 65, 93, 145, 158, 179, 183, 205, 207, 208a, 156, 212 (2),
214 (2), 216, 217, 223, 224, 225, 227, 230 (8), 231 block of four, 232 (11), 233 (2), 234 (4), 235 (9), 236 (4), 237 (5), 239
(3), 247 plate number strip of three, 248 (6), 250 (5), 252 (2), 253, 254 (2), 257, 258, 267 four plate number strips of three
and block of four, 268 (2), 274, 281 (3), 284 (2), 285 (4 singles, arrow block of four, two plate number pairs), 286 four
plate number pairs, 287 (4), 289 (3 singles and plate number pair), 290 (4), 296, 298, 299 (3), 302 (3), 304 (2), 305 (2),
306, 308 (3), 309, 310 (2), 323 (5), 324 (8), 325 block of four, 326, 327 (2), 328 (5), 329 (16), 330 (6), 334 (2), 335, 336,
339, 369 (2 singles and block of four), 375a (2), 381, 394 pair and line pair, 396 pair, 397 (15), 398 (4), 399 (2), 401 (7),
400, 400A, 401 (3 singles and block of four), 402 (2), 404, 405b (2), 406a, 413 pair and line pair, 415 (3), 416, 417, 418,
419, 427, 428 (3), 429 (2), 432, 433, 434 (2), 437 (4), 439, 457 pair, 463a (3), 464, 466, 469, 470, 471, 473, 480, 497 (3
pairs and line pair), 506 plate block, 515 (3), 516 (6), 517, 518 (8), 524, 526 (7), 528 plate block, 537 (25), 540 plate
block, 541 (2), 547, 566 plate block, 568 plate block, 583a, 622 plate block, 623 two plate blocks, 647 plate block,
658-68, 666 (2), 679, 701, C1 (3), C2, C3 (4), C5 block of four, C6 single and block of four, C10a, E6, E7 block of four,
E9, E10 (2), E11 (2), J22-25, J25, J40-42, J46, J49, J61 block of four, JQ2 pair, JQ4 (3), JQ5 (2), K3 (4), K4, K5 (2), K6,
K7 (4), K10, K11, K16, K17 (2), O72, O78, O95, Q4, RV12-17, RW4, RW5, RW9, Canal Zone 49-51, 66, Confederate
States 14, Hawaii 73, Canada E2 and used: 7, 30A, 70, 153, 162, 229, 240, 291 (3), 311 and 312. Overall condition is of
superior quality with many beautiful sets that were hand picked for desirability, generally F.-V.F., view this lot if you enjoy
better quality sets or singles. Scott $75,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1093 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Dealer Stock, 1913-80. Mostly mint stock of Airmails to Parcel Post issues
with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time Elbe stockbook with hardy metal cover,
containing: C1 (19), C2 (17), C4 (17), C5 (22), C6 (7), C1-6, C18 (21) and many other early airmails, plus postage issues
up to 1980, F1 (21), E2, E3 (4), E5, E6 (2), E7 (84), E9 (4), E11 (39), E12 (3), E13, K1 (15), K2 (18), K3 (36), K4 (16), K5
(22), K6 (3), K7 (10), K8 (17), K8a (8), K9 (10), K10 (9), K12 (5), K13 (2), K14 (2), K17 (4), K18 (31), Q1 (108), Q2 (55),
Q3 (97), Q4 (4), Q5 (18), Q6 (8), Q7 (5), Q8 (4), Q9 (8), Q10, Q11 (10) and various scattered parcel post’s with plate
numbers, JQ1 (10), JQ2 (5), JQ3 (15), JQ4 (16), JQ5 (9), plus over $280 worth of face value postage, o.g., many never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles, an ideal old time stock. Scott $67,000+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1094 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Dealer Stock, 1915-70’s. Mostly mint stock of Washington / Franklins to
1970’s postage issues with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time Elbe stockbook with
hardy metal cover, containing: 462 (50 singles and a plate block), 463 (49 singles and a plate block), 464 (7), 465 (3),
466 (6), 468, 470 (5), 472 (5), 475 (2), 480 (3), 501 (15), 502 (12), 503 (57), 504 (24), 506 (6), 507 (11), 508 (20), 509
(27), 510 (8), 511 (29), 512 (10), 512a (34), 513 (27), 514 (11), 515 (5), 516 (7), 517 (14), 518, 523 (3), 526 (40), 527
(12), 528 (20), 528A (5), 528B (22), 529 (18), 530 (136), 536 (35), 538 (44), 540 (38), 541 (17), 542 (23), 545 (2), 546 (2),
547, 551 (45), 552 (87), 553 (71), 554 (35), 555 (13), 556 (48), 557 (32), 558 (24), 559 (66), 560 (34), 561 (42), 562 (4),
563 (61), 564 (20), 565 (95 singles and two plate blocks), 566 (16), 567 (29), 568 (35), 569 (36), 570 (40), 571 (4), 573
(single and centerline block), 578 (17), 579 (22), 581 (25), 582 (32), 583 (24), 584 (15), 585 (29), 586 (14), 587 (9), 588
(19), 589 (22), 590 (10), 591 (16), 595 (13), 622 (42), 623 (36), many 1926 perf 11x10.5 rotary, 1931 perf 11x10.5 rotary
higher values including 701 (9), 1938 Presidential’s including 834 (4), 1954 Liberty to $1, 1965 Prominent American’s,
etc., generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles, an ideal old time stock. Scott $60,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
1095 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1850’s to 1990’s. In nine dealer counter books, containing approximately 2,000 to 2,200
dealer 101 size cards in baseball card holders, with values from 20¢ to $100’s of dollars, plus black stock sheets and
album pages in sheet protectors, stock contains a good amount of banknotes, although many are identified as mint and
should be double checked for removed cancels, a good selection of Washington / Franklins, a good amount of high
value postage (priority or express values and better late 1980’s and 1990’s souvenir sheets quickly adding up in USPS
face value), many airmails including a couple sets and nice group of singles from first two sets, a few better earlier mint
special delivery, nice group of mint earlier BEP postage dues, good possessions with Canal Zone and Hawaii including
good banknote issues and officials and a book of errors and freaks, over $40,000 retail or older Scott value (we were
careful not to count many of the obvious misidentified stamps, but care should be taken when viewing to factor altered or
misidentified stamps), catalog value is a bit out of date and condition is a little rougher than usually encountered, but
stamps with severe faults were not counted, as we were writing, we noticed some stamps have changed catalog value
over the years, so you should spot check when viewing or spot check some of the sample scans we provided on the
website to estimate current value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1096 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1847-1930’s. On black dealer approval cards, containing - used: 1, 7, 9 (3), 10, 10 pair,
15, 24 (10), 29, 37, 63 (4), 73 (10), 68 (5), 69, 71 (5), 76 (5), 77 (2), 78 (3), 87 (3), 116, 117, 119 (2), 121 faded, 149, 151,
several 30¢ banknotes, 160 (2), 162, 163, 165, 165 (3), 191, 208, 214 (2), 217 (2), 219-29, 230-39, 240 (2), 264-76 (2),
275 (4), 276, 291 (2), 294-99 (2 sets), 310 (5), 331-42, 342, 397-404 (2), C1-6 (2 sets), E1 (3), E3 (7), some decent
officials, Q1-12 (2 sets) and mint: 36, 63, 112, 209, 214 (2), 215, 219D (2), 221 (2), 222, 223, 226, 227, 230-37, 239-40,
232 (2), 233 (2), 234, 235, 236 (4), 269, 270, 272, 287 (2), 288 (2), 289, 290, 294-99 (2 sets), 297, 299 (2), 300-4, 306-8,
325, 327, 328 (3), 329 (2), 339, 397-398 blocks of four, 400, 515 (2), 516, 548-50 (2), 551-73 (2), 581-91, 614-16 (7
sets), 617-19 (6 sets), 620-21 (8), 622-3 (4), 647-48 (9 sets), 658-79 (2 sets), 692-701 (6 sets), C1-6 (2 sets), C18 (3),
E1 no gum, E3, E6 (2), E7 (3), E8 (2), E11 (3), E12, J27, J41-42, J75, O90 block of eight, O99 (6) and PR114-25, usual
mixed condition of the early classic issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, some duplication, but not overwhelming to
make a useful stock with nice mix of used classics and mint 20th century. Scott approximately $58,000 (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1097 HH/H/m U.S., High Value Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1851-1940’s. Balance of stock from the Jefferson Stamp
Company, in glassines, black approval cards and small stockbook, mostly unidentified, dubious items not counted in
owners Scott value, containing some identified mint highlights: 10X1, 7 (3), 9 (2), 12, 14, 230-42, 285-91, 294-99,
397-403, 477, 479-80, 524, 573 and 9X1P5, generally F.-V.F., a nice mix of stamps from old time dealer stock, condition
seems better than most old time stocks, but buyer should examine for identification and authencity. Scott $37,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1098 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Issues, 1847-1930’s. Each stamp or set neatly identified, with detailed notes
on each stamp and placed on approximately 300 black approval cards, containing: mint: 24, 73, 178 (2), 205 (2), 211,
214, 216, 219D (2), 222, 224, 224, 232 (2), 233 (5), 234 (9), 235 (3), 236 (3), 237 (5), 238, 239 (2), 240, 242 faulty, 272,
282, 282C, 284, 287 (4), 289 (3), 290, 296 (5), 297 (8), 298 (4), 299 (3), 305, 306, 309, 311, 324 (2), 325 (2), 328 (2), 329
(2), 330 (5), 339, 341, 399 (4), 400, 419, 437, 476, 514, 515 (2), 550 (6), 572, 591 (2), 616 (4), 666, 679, C1 (7), C2 (5),
C5 (6), C6 (3), E2 (4), E3 (2), E6 (2), E7, E8, J25, J26, J28, J35, J42, J55, J56a, J66, J67, J75, O56, Q8 (2), JQ4 (2),
RW3, RW9, RW15, RW22, RW31 and used: 1, 7, 9, 30A, 36 (2), 73 (2), 75, 76 (2), 77 (3), 78 (2), 87, 97, 98, 115, 116 (2),
117, 144, 151 (5), 152 (2), 153 (3), 154, 160, 162 (3), 165, 217, 229 (2), 238 (5), 239, 311 (2), O101, O111 and R77c,
usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, useful old time stock from very meticulous dealer who carefully
identified and priced each stamp by condition (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1099 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Issues, 1847-1930’s. Each stamp or set neatly identified, with detailed notes
on each stamp and placed on 500-600 black approval cards, containing: mint: 133a, 215, 216 (2), 223, 224 (2), 230 (4),
232 (2), 233 (5), 234, 235 (6), 236 (5), 237 (4), 288, 289, 290, 296 (2), 297 (4), 299 (3), 303 (3), 306 (8), 325 (3), 326 (3),
327 (2), 328 (2), 329 (7), 330 (8), 336 (2), 337 (2), 339 (2), 340, 399 (4), 400, 402 (2), 416, 427, 470 (2), 507, 516 (2), 517,
541, 550 (10), 567 (2), 568 (5), 570, 591 (3), 616 (10), 619 (13), 621 (15), F1 (3), J65, J77-78, JQ4 (2), Q11, O28, RW23
and used: 17, 36, 69 (2), 71 (3), 76 (3), 77 (4), 78 (2), 97 (2), 98 (2), 112 (2), 115, 117 (2), 119, 121, 149, 151 (5), 152 (2),
165 (6), 166 (2), 190 (2), 214, 217 (3), 229 (3), 238 (2), 239 and 276, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, useful old time stock from very meticulous dealer who carefully identified and priced each stamp by
condition (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1100 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. In 7 dealer counter books, three small boxes of dealer 101 and 102
cards, a Lighthouse album, many loose album and stock pages and a box of loose glassines and dealer cards, with
highlights that include mint: 233 (2), 234, 235 (4), 236, 237 (2), 238 (2), 287 (2), 289, 296, 297, 298, 299 (2), 302 (6), 303
(3), 304 (8), 305 (4), 306 (9), 307 (3), 308 (6), 309, 325 (3), 326 (4), 327 (3), 328-30, 329 (20), 330 (3), 399, 400, 403 (2),
658-68, 803-34, C5 (3), C14, J66, PR57, U73, RW2, RW7, RW26 and used: 91, 92, 95, 97, 112, 116, 119, 166, 191, 217
and 523. Usual mixed condition, overall a very useful lot with plenty of high Scott singles, plus many middle of the road
singles that quickly add up in value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1101 HH/H/m U.S., Better Dealer Stock, 1851-1950’s. Highly valuable group of better sets and singles on three binders of
counter book tear pages with each item identified with mint: 210, 231-34, 237, 287, 297, 300 plate number strip of three,
308, 328-30, 330, 343 NH plate block, 571 (9 NH), 572 (3 NH, 1 mint), 573 NH, 583a, 586 block of four, 588 block of four,
589 block of four, 591 NH, 833 NH plate block, 834 (3 NH), 1053, 1053 NH, C1 (2 NH), C2 NH, C3 NH, C5 NH, C6 (2
NH), C10a (2 NH), C18 (3 NH), K10, O28, O35, O44, O58, O60, O76, O87, PR2-PR3, PR5-PR7, PR57, PR59, PR121,
27 card and india plate proofs, R411-23 NH, RG108-20 NH, OX3, OX4, PS15 and used: 9, 78b, 162, PR123, R24b
imperf between pair, R73c, R100c, R114, R126 with three extra rows of vertical (diagonal) perforations, R146 block of
four and R181. Overall condition is of superior quality with many beautiful sets that were hand picked for desirability,
generally F.-V.F., view this lot if you enjoy better quality sets or singles. Scott $17,900 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1102 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Dealer Stock, 1920’s-60’s. Mostly mint stock of modern regular issues
with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time Elbe stockbook with hardy metal cover,
containing: 658 (21), 659 (11), 660 (19), 661 (6), 662 (4), 663 (14), 664 (12), 665 (3), 666 (2), 667 (26), 668 (14), 658-68,
669 (35), 670 (18), 671 (42), 672 (8), 673 (17), 674 (10), 675 (4), 676 (14), 678 (8), 679 (14), perforated Parks, Army /
Navy, Famous Americans and more, o.g., many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles,
an ideal old time stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1103 H/m
U.S., Backup Stock of Duplicates, 1847-1930’s. In glassines and counter cards, sorted by Scott number,
containing highlights - used: 1, 9 (2), 63 (2), 68 (3), 71, 73 (7), 76 (2), 78 (3), 113 (5), 115 (2), 116 (2), 117 (2), 119, 160,
189 (9), 190 (2), 214 (2), 217, 229 (2), 232 (7), 233 (6), 234 (10), 235 (2), 236 (8), 237 (7), 238 (4), 239 (5), 240, 275, 276
(3), 287 (4), 288 (4), 290 (3), 291, 330 (5), 477 and mint: 235, 238, 268 (2), 271, 296, 297, 298, 302, 303, 324 (3), 325,
326, 328, 329 (3), 337 (2), 381, 399, 400A, 430, 437, 497 pair, 571, 648 (3), 666, 679, C1, C2, C3 (3), C5, C6, C18 (2),
E7 (2), J66, J76-78, J86 (2), J87 and K15, expect usual mixed condition as you usually find with duplicate stocks, with
plenty of lovely and useful singles for individual retail sale, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1104 HH/H
U.S., Backup Stock, 1920’s-60’s. Approximately 100 manila approval cards filled with various slight
premium issues and a small box containing Washington coils, generally F.-V.F., a nice mix of stamps from old time
dealer stock. Scott $4,546+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1105 H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Containing 400 to 500 dealer 102 cards (of U.S., Canal Zone and United
Nations, containing a nice group of ducks), and 14 dealer counter books of tear sheets, seven of the counter books
contain postage (or slight premium) including some high dollar values with a few Express and Priority issues, two books
contain Cinderella’s, mostly large Hotel labels you might affix to the sides of your luggage, one book contains errors with
over 100 errors including imperfs, postal stationary miscuts, misperfs, color shifts, etc., three books contain better items
with several $100+ items including 90, 151, 165 and 667 NH block of four, overall useful with lot with usual mixed
condition among the classics and plenty of usable postage and the occasional better item for inventory, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Face Value Lots
1106 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Accumulation, 1960’s-2000’s. Mostly in mint sheets with many on USPS retail
packets, mostly from mid 1990’s to 2007, from 29¢ to 41¢, with over $6,800 worth of face value postage, o.g., mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1107 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Accumulation, 8¢ to 80¢, 1980’s-2010’s. Scrap, blocks and a few occasional
sheetlets, consisting of: 8¢ (290), 10¢ (310), 13¢ (810), 15¢ (760), 18¢ (250), 20¢ (2377), 22¢ (1430), 25¢ (2638), 29¢
(2850), 32¢ (1607), 33¢ (822), 34¢ (302), 37¢ (1197), 39¢ (810), Forever (830), 50¢+ (545), 60¢+ (199), 70¢+ (138) and
80¢+ (73), total face value $5,200+, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1108 HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-95. Excellent lot of values 4¢ to 29¢, singles and blocks, all neatly packed in 100
to a glassine and identified, total face value $4,440,, a lotta postage at a little price, we invite inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1109 HH/H
U.S., Massive Face Value Hoard, Mostly from 1930’s-99. Filling six large plastic totes plus a large box, with
over 30 albums and stock books plus so many loose album pages and small boxes filled with loose plate blocks and
glassines, with the occasional better set, including a set of perforated park plate blocks, and some better definitive sets
including 803-34, 1030-53, years range from the 1930’s, mostly singles in the many collections, proceeding to many 3¢
commemorative sheets and proceeding to the 1980’s with many of the large plate blocks that the USPS issued during
that time, to many of the sheetlets that became so popular in the late 1990’s, viewing is necessary to properly evaluate,
along with a good calculator, generally F.-V.F. appearance, prepare to spend a little time on this conservatively
estimated accumulation.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1110 HH/H
U.S., Postage Accumulation, Sheet and Large Blocks, 1940’s-90’s. Mostly sheets and the occasional
large block in many sheet file albums, large glassines or even the occasional loose sheet, adding up to over $4,000
worth of USPS face value postage including a set of Overrun countries sheets and a few 1938 Presidential sheets, plus
a file folder of modern postage dues and officials that were not counted in the face value, o.g., some never hinged / a few
sheets with disturbed o.g., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1111 HH/H
U.S., Postage Accumulation, Singles, Booklets and Plate Blocks, 1964-99. In six albums, with four
albums of plate blocks from the 1960’s-1990’s and two stock books of 1990’s singles, adding up to over $2,600 worth of
USPS face value postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1112 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Accumulation, High Denomination, 1980’s-2010’s. Dollar values, Priority and
Express values, with face value of $2,200+, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1113 HH/H
U.S., Unorganized Face Value Accumulation, 1960’s to 2000’s. 10 homemade albums / miscellaneous
albums, a metal file box of loose glassines with many modern issues and a small box of early plate blocks in glassines,
one of the albums is packed with sheets from the late 1990’s to 2000’s, be sure to bring a good calculator when you view
this lot because this has potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1114 HH
U.S., Face Value Lot in Full Sheets, 1935-90. Face value collection of full sheets in 17 sheet files, values
from 1¢ to 29¢, with 143 sheets of the Army-Navy issue, 3¢ purples, with total face value $2,550, splendid way to
alleviate your postage costs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1115 HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-75. Brilliant lot with large Gimbels sheet file, consisting of 3¢ to 15¢ values, mint
sheet files, plate blocks of four up to strips of sixteen, total face approximately $3,000, fresh and clean, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1116 HH/H/m U.S., Face Value Collection, 1880’s-2005. Mounted in five Mystic American Heirloom Albums with
substantial USPS face value, adding up to $1,900, the first volume with classic singles (mostly used) and useful
selection of 1920’s-1930’s mint singles, the remaining albums contain the majority of the postage with many higher
denomination issues that are always so useful, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1117 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Over $2,450 worth of face value postage with
most denominations ranging from $0.13 to $2, with the majority of the stamps in the 29¢ to 33¢ range, in four sheet file
albums and a small tote of booklets in individual glassines, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1118 HH/H
U.S., Better Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-99. Collector mounted lot of face or slightly better in several
old time quadrille albums with envelopes filled with sheets, larger multiples and scrap, owners face value is $2,000,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1119 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Dealer Stock, 1940’s-80’s. Singles and plate blocks, in 11 boxes, with thousands of
individual glassines, some boxes are only singles, some boxes plate blocks, most identified by Scott number from
earlier 3¢ issues and drops off around 15¢, previous owners USPS face value postage is over $2,000, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1120 HH/H/) U.S., Face Value Collection, 1960’s-90’s. Five Lighthouse binders with slip cases filled with Vario pages
and Scott Specialty album with slip case, with Scott Specialty album containing tagged stamps from the sometimes
difficult early 1960’s issues to the 1980’s Transport coils and Lighthouse binders with stamps from the lower 4¢ values
of the 1960’s to some higher $0.50 to $2.00 better denominations, be sure to take a few minutes to count, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1121 HH/H/m U.S., Face Value Lot, 1957-2009. Mounted in 18 volumes & in display cards in four small boxes, with mint &
used stamps, souvenir sheets and full sheets, values from 3¢ to 44¢, tremendous face value, with first day covers, will
take some time stripping down the lot, but will surely please the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1122 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1980’s-2000’s. In 3 stock books, a couple small boxes of glassines and a
sheet file album, with many high dollar, priority and express values scattered about, plus many useful higher
denomination sheetlets in sheet file album and larger multiples in stockbooks (mostly from 29¢ to 37¢), be sure to bring
by your calculator as there should be more value than our modest low estimate implies, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1123 H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-90’s. Mint sheet file, mostly sheetlets from the 1990’s with $1,312
and five volume Minkus plate block collection with $236 face, adding up to a total of $1,548 face value postage,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1124 HH/H
U.S., Face Value and Premium Accumulation, 1930’s-90’s. In 7 stock books, a few mint sheet files, a mint
sheet file album and much loose stuff in individual envelopes, with a recalled Legend of the West pane in original blue
folder, stock books contain some early premium airmail issues and better definitive plate blocks, including 833 and
1052, this will be an easy one to break down as much of the postage is in sheets from the 1990’s and shouldn’t take long
to count/estimate, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1125 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. 5 sheet files, 4 binders, and 2 boxes with values from 1¢ to $5, with plate
blocks and strips, full & part sheets, booklets and singles, total face is easily $1,500.00, , one binder is used and not
counted, have a look see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1126 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1977-2000. Made up of singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets and full sheets, values
from 3¢ to 50¢, total value over $1,000, chase those post office blues away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1127 HH/H
U.S., Premium Postage Accumulation, Mostly from 1940’s-90’s. In 30+ albums and stock books, plus
over a half dozen small or medium boxes and many loose stock pages and glassines, that were gleaned from an
amateur dealer / accumulator who spent many years purchasing collections or stocks from auction houses around the
area, took out what he was interested in and left the balance to fill up his back room, this section is mostly face value
postage, although there are plenty of premium items scattered about too, we highly recommend taking a little time to
view, not only with a calculator, but also take a little care when you flip through the pages to notice the better stamps
scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1128 HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1971-88. Nice face lot with many $5 values, includes 48 complete Columbus souvenir
sheets ($784.32 face), eleven USPS presentation books, and 32 USPS year sets from 1977 and onward, also includes
White Ace supplements, examination urged, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1129 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Sheets Accumulation, 1948-2000’s. Hundreds of mostly sheets and a small group of
scrap, with a few from as early as 1948, some from the 1970’s and 1980’s, but the majority of the value is in the higher
face value denominations from the 1990’s and early 2000’s, many of which are still in USPS glassine envelopes,
unfortunately, some of the sheets were stored in a moist environment, so a portion of the sheets have been water
damaged and have a faint smell of mold, still plenty of value for the person who wants to take an hour or two sorting out
and counting this postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1130 HH/H
U.S., Postage Accumulation, Singles and Plate Blocks, Mostly from 1940’s-80’s. In 13 small to medium
size boxes filled with glassines, some containing just one stamp or plate block, some containing many singles or plate
blocks, some sections are sorted, some sections are a bit jumbled, one box containing some early premium items such
as 1910’s Washingtons, 2¢ reds, Famous Americans, Parks, etc., be sure to bring your calculator because there is so
much USPS face value postage here, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
1131 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1960’s-90’s. In Scott National, large sheet file albums, a couple sheet file
folder, a few year sets, three shoe boxes full of stamps neatly in glassines and a large stock book full of stamps with
hundreds of dollars’ worth of sheets and so much scrap postage, a useful lot with huge potential for quick postage
counters, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Covers
1132 H)
U.S., Postal Stationery and Back of the Book Collection, 1910’s-70’s. In large quantities in two Scott
Specialty albums, four shoe boxes and three plastic totes, plus a few stacks of loose stationery, with group of various
precancels on envelope entires, nice group with various paper types, knives (many legal size envelopes), precancel
cities, die types, etc., plus a partial roll of test coils, some first issue revenues, $50 face worth of modern duck stamps
and a stock page of used parcel post stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1133 H/m)
U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-1960. 70 mint & used postal cards, better include UX1, UX3 (4), UX5,
UX6, UX6a, UX7, UX8 (3), UX10, UX12 (2), UX13, UX15, UX20, UX21, UY1, UY2, UY3, UY4, UY5, UY6 and many
more, excellent break up value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1134 )
U.S., Advertising Cover Collection, 1860-1940. 300 covers & cards with wide range of subjects, includes
hardware, magazines, stamp dealers, hotels, animals, shoes, furniture, stoves, food, soap, tires, trucks, many are
illustrated, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1135 )
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1861-88. Approximately 150 items with fancy cancels including 14 covers, a
few better includes Skinner & Eno LS-R 15 Rockville CT fancy “R”, CR-G 9 Toledo OH blue cross, PT-US 44 San
Francisco CA “US”, PT-US 53 Albany NY “US” in circle, GE-C 54 Albany NY Starburst, Hiogo Japan double circle
postmark, some full bold strikes, a careful examination is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1136 )
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Cover, 1861-88. A couple hundred, includes solid stars, outline stars, stars in stars,
colored, Boston negative numerals, letters, cross, U.S. in circle, geometrics, pictorials, St Louis “Seeing Eye”, a
marvelous and valuable collection, mixed condition, examination is mandatory, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1137 )
U.S., Ephemera Collection, 1860-2000. With advertising pamphlets, postcards, advertising cards, religious
cards, valentines, Christmas cards, stock certificates, stationery from the Playboy Club, labels, Masonic, exposition,
railroads, concert programs, dance cards, needle cases, road maps, documents, trade cards, worldwide currency, plus
a 1933 & 1937 FDR Inaugural programs, stereoviews, stamp designer signatures, postal stationery, a great lot for a
paper dealer, inspect closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1138 )
U.S., Mind Blowing First Flight Collection, 1918-65. A cover album with 65 trans Pacific first flights, a cover
album with 101 trans continental and CAM flights, a cover album with 91 inter continental flight covers, two crash
covers, two flight covers Honolulu to Guam, nine pages with better flight covers, and an album of (46) covers that
includes rocket mail covers, glider mail, a few better includes 1934 first flight Australia to New Zealand via “Faith in
Australia”, U.S. 1924 first flight night flying C6, 1918 C2 New York to Chicago first flight, 1937 New Zealand to U.S. first
flight, a spectacular collection with immense break up value, don’t hesitate to review this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1139 )
U.S., Postal History Usages, 20th Century. Formed by a lifelong collector, an impressive compilation of a
couple thousand covers including Bureau Issues, Prexies, Famous Americans, even some Back-of-the-Book; from our
quick review, we noted machine cancels and special services including Airmail, Special Delivery, Certified and
Registered; many solo uses, etc.; while completely unsorted (and unchecked for potential gold), it is clear that much can
be sold individually, given the insatiable appetite for this material in the retail/internet markets, generally F.-V.F., a very
useful lot; plan accordingly to view as it is well worth the effort—and our estimate is just a drop in the bucket of its
potential value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1140 )
U.S., Chicago Blue Fancy Cancels on Postal Cards, 1873. A spectacular compilation of 140 postal cards
(#UX3, with an oddball one or two) with an array of blue fancy cancels including anchor in square, three-leafed clover,
shield, geometrics, “W” in circle, and many more; excellent break-up value for individual sales online, F.-V.F. or better, a
fantastic collection that must be viewed to appreciate fully.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1141 )
U.S., Postal History Extravaganza, 1926-2010. Thousands of covers and cards in -over 30 albums and
loose, includes first day covers 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 1928 South American test flight, 1928 Lindbergh “WE”
commemorative card, cacheted naval covers, 1959 rocket flight cover, airport dedications, registered, cacheted event
covers, advertising, mixed franking, please give this lot it’s due, a tremendous amount of material to plow through,
mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1142 )
U.S., Postal History, 1847-1873. Lot of 12 classic covers and 4 fronts. Includes but not limited to #1 on cover
uncancelled and unused appearing, #1 pen canceled & #2 canceled, neither of which likely belongs on its respective
cover, #9 on cover, #35 on cover from CA, two #119 on covers to Gettysburg PA, #U35 with New York domestic fancy
cancel, etc.; mixed condition, F.-V.F., careful inspection will be rewarded.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1143 )
U.S., Postal History Caboose, 1890-1960. Hundreds of cacheted covers and picture postcards in this
loaded balance lot, better covers includes gutter block of eight #576 special delivery, first flights, airport dedications, air
meets, U.S.S. Akron christening, air shows, balloon races, cover canceled on deck of racing yacht, better postcards
include full face Santa, Buster Brown & Yellow Kid cartoon, 1908 water tower in action, 1908 calendar, and Graf
Zeppelin, lots of surprises, mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1144 )
U.S., Postal History Mardi Gras, 1851-1945. Over 90 covers and cards, with registered, censored,
advertising with illustrated, a few with contents, better include #210 on allover ad cover for the Saturday Globe with
letterhead, airmail to Brazil with #642, pair 698, strip of three 736, #504 strip on three to Slovakia, #286 on illustrated ad
cover front & back for wheel barrows, block of 25 #707 on cover for last day of Century of Progress Exposition, and #281
on olive oil ad cover to Rome Italy, a memorable lot with many premium covers, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1145 )
U.S., Group of 37 Covers, 1855-83. Interesting grouping which includes fancy cancels, some Waterbury’s,
locals, Confederates; includes 2 stampless, 2 with 3¢ 1855, one with Scott 9, 7 with 3¢ 1861 (negative “F. blue
Brattleboro ”B", green Columbus Ohio, star cancel) two different Scott 112 on cover, Scott 117 single franking and cover
with an additional three 3¢ 1869, nine Waterbury CT covers (seven with fancies, but some with faults), 3¢ Centennial
envelope with violet postmark, three local covers (Bloods, Husseys, and Blizzard Mail), one Business School cover,
and five miscellaneous Confederate covers; condition is somewhat mixed, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1146 )
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1925-60. Several hundred covers, including but not limited to naval covers
including U.S.S. Hornet, U.S.S. Nautilus, U.S.S. Triton, U.S.S. Arizona plus loads of submarines, advertising, German
propaganda cards, post office closings, first flights, first flights, airport dedications, zeppelins flights, U.S.S. Akron,
easily sale able covers, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1147 )
U.S., Minnesota Picture Postcard Collection, 1903-60. Hundreds of picture postcards, includes many
identified real photos, with A Fishing Stream Near Port Arthur, Court House Willmar, Court House Henderson, Cass
Lake, State Normal School, Nelson Bros Threshing Grain Near Eagle Bend, Robert Street St Paul, Riverside Drive
Minneapolis, Lake Pokegema Sanatarium Pine City, Turtle Brook Austin, Chestut Street Stillwater, Very Good to
Excellent.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1148 )
U.S., Stampless Cover Stock, 1830’s-1860’s. Approximately 200 folded stampless letters and covers from
mostly north east states with a nice mixture of mostly smaller towns or interesting rates that you usually don’t find in
many stampless groups, with Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia and District of Columbia, previous dealers mid 1990’s retail value was
over $4,600, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1149 )
U.S., Hotel Advertising Collection, 1880-1940. Over 300 advertising covers, many with matching
letterhead, wide range of states & cities including RPOs, fresh & clean collection, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1150 )
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1845-1930. A few hundred covers and cards, includes “The Patriot
Statesman of ‘76" (Bischel-234, W-unlisted), ”Union State of Indiana" (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted), Army of Northern
Virginia with blue due “10" rate, ad cover for Rufus Blanchard Map Publisher famous map maker, official 1904 Lewis &
Clark Exposition illustrated cover, ad cover for New England Screw Co, collection of 3¢ Washington green covers with
colored & fancy cancels, stampless, mint & used postal stationery, collection of Jefferson related material, examination
suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1151 )
U.S., Group of 3¢ Washington Covers, 1861-68. Approximately 98 covers presented for your viewing
pleasure, includes fancy cancels, corner ad covers, blind embossed and cameo ads, on a small valentine cover,
Western Union cover, State of West Virginia House of Delegates, offered intact, unchecked for shades, please review
carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1152 )
U.S., Black Jack Group, 1863 (73). 13 covers, some better includes #73 on Clarion IA cover, 73 with guide
arrow at right, pair with blue target & town cancel, 73 straddle copy & 63 with “Paid” cancels, 73 on 1866 printed price list,
73 on Alabama printed bankruptcy notice, mixed condition, some choice items, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1153 )
U.S., Picture Postcards, 1906-60. Over 200 cards that include several advertising cards, 1907 Buffalo NY
Old Home Week, multiview Evanston IL, Greetings from Theresa WI, several American Indian cards, real photos, 1909
Old Faithful Geyser Yellowstone, 1905 Main Street Mitchell S.D. Corn Palace Festival, some mixed condition, review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1154 )
U.S., Massive Cover Accumulation, mostly from 1930’s to 1980’s. Approximately 7,500 to 10,000
covers, with many first day covers including several hundred Colorano first day covers, some 1930’s first flights,
commercial mail, a box of covers from a pyramid scheme chain letter, a couple large boxes of coil singles on legal
envelopes, inauguration covers, etc., these covers were gleaned from an amateur dealer / accumulator who spent
many years purchasing collections and stocks from bourses and auction houses around the area and then took out
what he was interested in and left the balance to fill up his back room, with a little sorting and processing, there is a good
potential of finding some decent items here, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1155 )
U.S., Postal History Stock, 1850’s-1940’s. Approximately 2,400 covers, identified and in order by Scott
number, with nice advertising covers, Trans-Atlantic, D.P.O.’s, fancy cancels, mourning covers, etc., containing 7 on
circular, 24 (4 covers), 25 (2 covers, one with nice ad corner card), 63 (3), 65 (approximately 50 covers), 73 (4), 211 (3),
a nice selection of mid range issues 3¢ to 10¢ (small banknotes, Columbians, Bureau issues, 1902 issue, Washington /
Franklins), nice 1920’s commemoratives, a few lower denomination Kans. Nebr. issues, Farley’s, Presidential’s,
Famous American’s, Special Delivery, Parcel Post, Postage Dues, with a few international or early banknote usages,
group of bank to Federal Reserve parcel tags from the 1940’s-1960’s, nice little local group and a few hundred postal
stationary covers, most covers range from about $5 to $50 with plenty of better covers, well organized for easy break
down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is $33,200+, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1156 )
U.S., Postal History Stock, 1815-1930’s. Approximately 550 covers with many better commercial mail,
classics, overseas usages, some early first day covers, used and unused postal cards and envelopes, etc., with some
notable items that include: twelve stampless: 1815 Lewistown, PA folded letter with 12¢ war rate, 1831 Easton,
Maryland, 1837 Charlestown, Ma, 1851 mourning cover from West African Coast to Norfolk, VA, 1858 Cross Border to
Canada W., stamps, sorted by issue: 1 brown on folded piece, 1 pair cover, 7 on two local delivery, 7 on preprinted
circular, 7 strip of three cover, 8A/7/7 vertical strip of three folded piece, 9 on preprinted advertising letter, 9 cover, 9 strip
of three cover, 10 (2 folded letter), 10 with scarce Steubenville Ohio experimental grill, 10 from Harrodsburg, Kentucky,
13 on cover to New Sharon, Me, 14 cover from Sacramento, CA, 11 (11) folded letters and covers from various plates
(some identified) and a few color cancels (including a green grid), 20 single and horizontal strip of three, 23 local use, 24
(6, some nice usages including one with cross border to Canada), 24 (3 strips of three), 25 (4), 26 (6 with nice usages,
including a usual Connecticut Literary Institute ad cover, one steamboat), 32 (3 covers, including one San Francisco
and one cross border usage to New Brunswick), 33 (2 trans-continental from California to East coast), 63 (5, two used
with #65, one pair, 2 with three stamps to make up 3¢ rates), 64b/65 (10 covers with various shades, DPO’s, etc.), 68 (8
covers, six to Canada, one from California, one to Cuba), 73 (2), 77 from New Orleans to France, 112 (2 local use), 113
(6, mostly circular rate, three with ad corner cards), 114 (6, two with ad corner cards), many banknote covers with
unusual rates and destinations including: 3¢ pair to Ireland, 148 (2, one to London, one to Galt, Ontario), 152 on
registered cover with APS certificate, 160 (2, one from San Francisco to France, one to Germany), 163 (3 to South
Africa), 179 to Vienna, 185 to Yokohama, Japan from San Francisco, 211 (3) on registered cover, 215/U294 to England,
Columbians: 230 with Worlds Fair Expo cancel to Germany, 232 to Wittenburg, Prussia, 233 (2) registered cover, 235 to
Germany, 232/235/U348 to Wiesbaden, Germany, 236 on registered cover from stamp dealer, 230 (2), two 236 to
Paris, 287 registered cover, 288, 330 (2) registered cover with Pan-American Expo label on reverse, 325 to Berlin, 399
to Cairo, Egypt, 619 registered cover to Malta, 627 (2)/U525 Byrd Antarctic Expedition, 537 Marine Det. Am. Legation,
Pekin, China postmark, Airmails: C2 cover, C4 (2) first trip, C5 three covers, C6 to Canada, C6 (3 zones), C10
Lindbergh FDC, C13 (2) to Savilla round flight cover, C13 (Sieger 64F with type II cachet), C14 on card, C14 (Sieger
64B), C14 (2) round trip covers, C18 (4 Graf Zeppelin flights), twelve 1920’s-early 1930’s early flight covers, 1930
Lindbergh airmail special delivery from Havana to Orange, N.J., seven early special deliveries, 39 postal cards and
envelopes with better fancy cancels, albinos, better destinations, etc., JQ3 parcel postal due on Honduras 158 single
and bisect cover, fancy cancels: several nice stars and fancy cancels on banknotes, 114 with Waterbury, Ct. postmark
and six covers with 12920’s-30’s fancy cancels, ten 1946-1961 Federal Reserve Bank registry labels, 20 Florida covers
with 1843 folded letter from Apalachicola, 114 cover with St. Marks postmark, 1895//1900 Bureaus with various
overseas destinations, unusual machine postmarks including 1895 early Barry experimental machine cancel, seven
interesting Washington / Franklin usages, fourteen Advertising covers, starting with two Cameo’s on #11 and 26,
U34 Union Bank ad on stationary, 1901 Pan Am Expo cover, a couple nice unused 1911 Kellogg’s postal cards, three
1907 Jamestown or 1905 San Francisco expo cards, Locals: 1851 Swarts Branch post office folded stampless letter,
15L14/26, 15L18 (3 covers), 20L4, 20L7, eight Wells Fargo (used and unused, a couple with Domestic Frank (UPSS
WF-H 650 and WF-HI 903), Pacific Express unused ad envelope, fifteen patriotic covers, mostly Spanish American,
three postally used Confederate patriotics and one 1861 Upham patriotic envelope, ten Territorial covers from various
Western states with a couple early stampless from Wisconsin territory, Confederate States #2 (3 covers from Virginia),
6 pair on cover, 7 pair on cover, 11/12 singles on cover (x11), five Philippines covers with unused UY2, ten Canal
Zone with a few better unused stationary, AAMC F5-2 first flight, two 1929 airmail stationary covers (UC2a), eight
Danish West Indies with a few better unused stationary items, twelve Hawaii, half of which are unused postal cards
with UX2a, UX3, UX7, prices range from about $25 to $950, well organized for easy break down, previous owners retail
value from mid 1990’s is $34,217, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1157 )
U.S., Postal History Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. Most covers from early 20th century, approximately 1,800
covers, with nearly 200 advertising covers, diverse machine cancel section (with nice Doremus, Flag and other
machine cancels), 20+ Territorial covers, nice group of ship theme covers, either post cards with ships, or ship letter
home, with nine stampless covers, nice railroad or railroad theme covers, perfins and precancels, patriotics with half a
dozen Civil War (mostly unused) and a group of Spanish American war patriotics and a few WWI patriotics, WWII
related with small group of V-mail and approximately 100 WWII patriotics, about 75 exposition related, revenues and
documents, officials, free franks, hand drawn / painted, U.S. Possessions: Puerto Rico, China, Canal Zone, Philippines,
Ryukyu, United Nations, first days (many 1930’s), 19th century fancy cancels, private vending machine cancels, space,
eagles, ten first airmails from C1//C6 sets, commercial airmail, Trans-Pacific, Transport, C.A.M.’s, F.A.M.’s, Catapult
and ship to shore, mixed frankings, Zeppelins and Airships, Lindberg, airmail first days, event covers: Naval covers,
Trans-Atlantics, most covers range from about $5 to $50 with plenty of better covers, well organized for easy break
down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is approximately $22,300, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1158 )
U.S., Prexy FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1938-39. Extensive collection in twelve binders and a couple
slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 803-34 with booklet panes and 739-51, with singles and blocks of four in two
albums, FDC’s in four albums, with five 833 FDC’s and five 834 FDC’s, 20+ to many dozens of plate blocks of each value
to 50¢, 832 (28 plate blocks), 833 (1 large plate block of 20, 3 plate blocks and group of singles and blocks), 834 (3
singles and 4 plate blocks) and group of full sheets up to 25¢, F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on web
site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1159 )
U.S., Commemorative FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1932-39. Extensive collection in nine binders and
slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 716 to 858, with first day covers, from various cachet makers from the popular
silver age of cachet making, a few of the earlier issues with as few as a half dozen, later issues with 20+ FDC’s, plus
plate blocks in various plate numbers and the occasional variety, F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1160 )
U.S., Farley FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1933-34. Extensive collection in five (mostly Lighthouse)
binders and a couple slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 727 to 771, with singles, vertical and horizontal pairs,
blocks, arrow blocks and FDC’s of the various values including: 730-31 several blocks and singles on FDC’s, 744a
imperf between pair, 740-49 set of plate blocks and 4-6 of each value FDC, 733 (6 FDC’s and 2 Antarctic Expedition
covers), 735 (6 complete sheets on FDC’s) 755 (11 plate blocks), 756-65 (3-5 of each plate block of each value), 754-65
FDC, 766-70 (2 sets of cross gutter blocks), 769 (2 blocks of four souvenir sheets), 770 (1 block of four souvenir sheets)
and 771 (8 plate blocks), F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1161 )
U.S., Mostly Collins Hand Painted FDC Collection, 1980’s - Early 2000’s. Approximately 1,800 mostly
different first day covers, mostly from some of the earlier 1980’s to the 2000 Millennium issue, generally Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1162 )
U.S., Commemorative FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1940-39. Extensive collection in ten Lighthouse
binders and slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 894 to 921 (with two volumes of Overrun Countries alone), each
issue with 10 to 20+ of each first day covers, with an occasional event or commercial cover, from various cachet makers,
plus plate blocks of various plate numbers, F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1163 )
U.S., Famous American FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1940. Extensive collection in ten Lighthouse
binders and slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 859 to 893, with several albums of different first day covers, from
various cachet makers and several albums of plate blocks of various plate numbers, approximately 4-8 of each, F.-V.F.,
a detailed specialized collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1164 )
U.S., First Day Cover & Postcard Collection, 1932-2010. Originally stored in (21) file boxes and (19) large
volumes, there are a few thousand first day covers & picture postcards, includes Golden Replicas of United States
Stamps, volume of Olympic 1984 first day covers, postal stationery & oversized first day covers, with many used blocks,
an entertaining lot, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1165 )
U.S., Army Navy FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1936-37. Extensive collection in four Lighthouse
binders and slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 785 to 794, with three albums of different first day covers with
approximately 14 of each cachet, from various cachet makers and several albums of plate blocks of various plate
numbers, with approximately 12-18 of each, F.-V.F., A detailed specialized collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1166 )
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1940-2010. Hundreds of first day covers housed in 34 cover albums and
loose in envelopes, with some better cachets such as Fluegel, Grandy, Anderson, Crosby, with Famous Americans
complete, Inauguration covers of Kennedy, LBJ, Nixon, also C18 on Graf Zeppelin flight, naval covers, oversized
booklet pane & sheetlet first day covers, really needs careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1167 )
U.S., First Day Cover Plus Collection, 1938-2015. Thousands of first day covers with singles, panes,
officials, postal stationery, souvenir sheets, mostly unaddressed, also includes a mint collection from the 1930’s, and
some face, great lot for the internet or flea market dealer, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. and Foreign
1168 H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Play Date Mint & Used, 1860-1975. Many thousands of better, includes mint U.S. 397,
568, J28, J40, J42, K18 (7 including block of four), O25 (2), O85 (3), O87, Q8, R86c strip of three, vertical pair R82TC,
R105 P3, R119 P3, RD15 block of twenty, Hawaii 27, 28, 34 block of four, used possible J59, R79c, R148 pair, foreign
has Poland B15-B25, 1K1-1K3, 1K3, 1K6, 1K9-1K11, Great Britain mint O6, O44, O31, a superb lot worth many times
our low estomate, mixed condition with glazed gum on many early mint, evaluate closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1169 )
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Lot, 1775-1975. A terrific lot of thousands of items that includes cdvs cabinet
photos, comic books, sheet music, 1936 Olympic program, advertising items, foreign bank checks, boy scouts, food
labels, 1928 Antiques magazine, street maps, stock certificates, sixteen Edison records, Gone with the Wind book,
newspapers, coins, documents and more, great flea market material, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1170 )
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Collection, 1847-1980’s. Mostly U.S. collection of 11 mostly homemade albums
and a shoebox full of covers, with several stampless and many 3¢ 1851-1861 issues as well as some useful banknotes,
Scott #1 (two singles on folded letter), 73, 78, one album containing mostly postally used picture postcards with
interesting topics, a couple albums of postal cards, useful early stationary with early Nesbitts and interesting Chicken
illustrated ad cover, a bunch of Prexy first days, two C18 Zeppelin covers, a few other Zeppelin covers and many early
1930’s flight covers with many first flights and interesting countries and FAM’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance, plenty of
interesting items to capture the attention of any level of postal historian (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 2,000
1171 )
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Accumulation, 1888-1975. Hundreds & hundreds of sale items, includes box
of aviation poster stamps and baggage labels, box of photographs, college football programs, circus programs, cover
with modern official stamps, fair & exposition material, sports related material, advertising, documents, no telling what
may be lurking inside, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1172

U.S. and U.N., Artist Accepted Sketch Artwork Collection, 1962-76. 9 approved paintings, each framed
and matted and signed on matting by designer along with photographs and photocopies of documenting letters, with
U.S. C64 with notarized letter mentioning this is the accepted sketch of the U.S. postal authorities, United Nations, New
York: 118, 244, 253, 256, 263, 274, 278, 289, plus four first day covers, signed by artist, Henry Bencsath, most U.N.
paintings measuring roughly 155mm x 220-240mm, U.S. measuring 110mm x 95mm, some minor toning or soiling with
a slight smell of mildew to much of the matting, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1173 )
U.S. and Foreign, Several Hundred Covers, 1850-1990. With such material as stampless, 1938 Graf
Zeppelin card, Feldpost Zeppelin card, 1939 Portugal Clipper flight cover, 1933 Austria glider card, imperf on cover, first
day covers, advertising, checks with revenues, Notgeld group, a great lot to mine through, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1174 H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1975. Mounted in three Scott albums, better mint U.S. has
147, 194, 232, 234-237, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Kansas Nebraska complete, C2, C18, Q1-Q6, Canada
E2-E3, with many mint & used singles, mixed condition, but plenty to pick through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1175 H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Label and Cinderella Dealer Stock, Mostly Late 19th century to 1960’s. On
approximately 1,200 to 1,500 “102" cards, with retail prices ranging from as low as $0.25 to as high as $20, with one box
of only U.S. labels with a nice section of U.S. topical and the other box with worldwide and topical with some nice areas
like airmail, Zeppelins, stamp shows and expositions, sports, etc., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1176 )
U.S. and Foreign Picture Postcard Collection 1903-1985. A few thousand postcards, with blacks,
leathers, Caribbean, Hawaii, Canal Zone, mostly views with some real photos, includes classic, linen & chromes, also
has a collection of Pan AM Expo stereoviews, some better items scattered throughout, mixed condition, please review,
Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
1177 H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Collection, 1861-2005. An array of intriguing items, includes U.S. postal stationery, first
day covers, cacheted event covers, railroad collection, cut squares, first flights, highway post offices, inauguration
covers, revenue group, world wide collection of ships topical, world wide collection of ships topical, plenty of fun stuff to
dig through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1178 H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Roller Coaster, 1861-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps & covers, too
much to break down but we note used Columbians collection, mint & used Canada, revenues, seals & labels, U.S. and
possessions off paper, cut squares, worldwide on & off paper, ephemera, worldwide covers, worldwide first day covers,
U.S. postage dues in large blocks, U.S. face, censored covers, Xmas seals tied to cover, WWII patriotics, every
glassine & page holds a surprise, set aside sufficient time to do this lot justice, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1179 H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Eclectic Collection, 1861-2000. In 8 volumes, includes July 4 cover collection from
1865-2006 with many cachets, mint & used Greece collection in a Scott album, includes used 198-213, mint C1-C4,
hologram stamps, two volume collection of postal forms & labels on cover, two volume worldwide booklet pane
collection, and a U.S narcotic tax stamp collection, seldom seen material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1180 )
U.S. and Germany, Catapult Cover Collection, 1929-35. 36 covers mounted in an album, a few better 1931
DOX Germany to U.S., 1931 DOX lands in Florida, 1929 Bremen to Germany, 1932 Europa to NYC, 1932 mixed
franking Germany & U.S. via Europa to CA, 1933 Europa to Philadelphia, and many moore, fresh & attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
1181 HH/H/m U.S. and Possessions, Collection, 1851-89. Something of a mixed bag of 3 Specialty albums, with one
volume of singles mint and used, one of blocks/plate blocks, and one of mostly 1980s Marshall Islands, Palau and
Micronesia; each volumes pages pristine with plenty of life left in them, and two binders still solid; singles are clean
throughout, with all but a couple fully sound; decent Washington-Franklins, 2¢ Reds, nice Bank Notes, with
Back-of-the-Book including Postal Notes, Ducks and Officials; plates extend back to 1925 series with various other
earlies, but most range 1940s-70s; some nicer material, F.-V.F., worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1182 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in a Scott International
album, with high level of completion of classic issues for the spaces provided in a Scott International album and a decent
amount of the nice modern mint sets, consisting of Canal Zone C15-20, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau,
Philippines, a nice section of earlier Spanish Dominion and American occupation overprints, Puerto Rico, some nice
Spanish Dominion, Ryukus Islands 1-7 and 44-53, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1183 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Scintillating Collection, 1851-1920s. In two albums, one homemade on various pages
(US and non-Puerto Rico), the second (Puerto Rico) in a slipcased Davo album on homemade pages; Puerto Rico
dominates, with Spanish rule issues beginning with Cuba used on the island (including a strip of four 25c cancelled on
an 1872 Slave Registry document), and continuing through a nice array of overprints, Puerto Rico-inscribed issues,
and on through the US takeover; we note (mint, unless noted) #19 (no gum), crisply printed 13a and 14a, 23-28, 41, 65a
(2, 1 the error between two #65), 66a, 126, 132 (block of 4), 133 (used), “Porto Rico” on 2¢ with “O”s of “Porto” broken,
imprint plate number strips of three of #210 and 212, a Registered piece bearing US 8¢ Sherman and Puerto Rico #211
with 1899 Vieques Station cancel, #214 “Forto Rico”, UX2, several cut squares and Revenues, and a few Spanish
message-reply cards with types and plate flaws identified; smaller offerings of Cuba, the Philippines and Canal Zone
(the first two still spanning the Spanish-US time period); plus US proper with a nice holding of 1851-61 issues used, coil
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waste issues including #540A, a mint #C10a, 1891/95 Dues mint and used, even Confederates #1 on piece, #4 used,
plus later mint, F.-V.F. with better, a bit of a hodgepodge, but worth the time to review and reorganize (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1184 )
Canal Zone, Commercial Cover Accumulation, 1930’s-55 Era. Over 200 commercial mail covers, with
airmail, local rate, surface, etc., with a good range of towns, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1185 H/m/)
Philippines, Balance of Collection, 1942-46. About 60 stamps—mostly Japanese Occupation—and about
50 covers—nearly all Japanese Occupation FDCs—plus about 25 Revenues/Cinderellas on 19 large, two-sided
stocksheets; better items include FDCs of 495/495, N2/N6/N7, NJ1, and a philatelic cover bearing the Japanese
Occupation 3c Provisional Postage Due (NJ1 footnote) used Oct 10, 1942 (Scott $175); generally F-VF throughout with
many of the stamps NH.
Estimate $500 - 750
1186 )
Puerto Rico, Postal History & Picture Post Card Collection, 1845-1972. Two flip-style cover albums
holding over 50 covers, postal cards and stationery, along with 25 picture post cards from the island; the two earliest
covers (1845 and 1846) bear British postmarks, and are followed by two covers, one marked “6" in circle, the other
”Steamship/10", both to New York; Spanish-era franked covers follow, including two bearing #133, along with a
stampless front (“No hay sellos” on one in manuscript); US Spanish-American War Patriotics, covers bearing
overprinted and regular US issues, Airs, a Registered cover, etc.; picture post cards include one sent Registered,
franked by a 2¢ Washington-Franklin and a 10¢ Panama-Pacific (#400A), tied by registry markings; most postal cards
and stationery, and many picture post cards, mint, F.-V.F. with better, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1187 m
United Nations, 1½¢ Blue Green, 1951, N.Y. precancel (2). Wholesale group of (687) examples. Scott
$37,785.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1188 HH
United Nations, Unusual Collection, 1951-60. Valuable specialized group housed in a Uni-Safe sheet file,
includes full mint NH sheets of 1-11, C1-C4 (two sets plus 2 additional 50¢ sheets), many with cut outs, as well as a C3a
prussian blue error of color with certificate, 38 (4), 38d (3), UL M16 with partial triangle cutout with certificate, corner
blocks 10 (15), 11 (8), 1-11, C1-C4 first day covers, margin inscription blocks, blocks, a valuable & useful collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1189 HH
United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-2013. Mounted in six albums, appears complete for the period, with
all three offices, truly a remarkable assembly and containing all the modern issues that everyone overlooked or
neglected to purchase, now at a small fraction of the issue price, a terrific bargain, please examine, what was inspected
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1190 H
United Nations, Collection, 1951-2003. Mostly complete with New York, Geneva and Vienna, hinged to
White Ace pages (490 pages) in two large binders, includes panes of 16 of flag issues through 2001 and occasional
duplicates (with some later se-tenant blocks in both blocks and singles), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1191 H
United Nations, Collection, 1951-2003. Mostly complete with New York, Geneva and Vienna, mounted on
Scott Specialty pages in four albums, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1192 HH
United Nations, “Now we know why he’s called the Secretary General” Stock, 1951-2006. And
Guterres had better start writing, because this massive four-pallet holding gives him enough face value to send over 3.7
million First Class letters; an essentially complete holding through 2006 from each Office, in quantities up to 59,000+ (!);
most items’ duplication runs several hundred to several thousand, with strength in earlier issues; contains numerous
premium items, such as New York #29-30 (3,209, plus 2000 additional #30), #38 (149), First Issues from Geneva
(3,124 plus extras) and Vienna (2,993 plus extras), along with high face-value items such as New York #592 (1,330),
753 (1,031), 763 (270), 783 (266), 811 (146); Geneva #14 (3,416), 172 (1,331), 179 (3,498), 183 (1,872), 192 (2,333),
213 (1,509), 276 (723), 322 (343); and Vienna #6 (2,993), 14 (4,505), 43 (3,085), 51 (3,128), 54 (1,708), 66 (1,421), 73
(2,396), 116 (1,116), 169 (1,614), and much, much more, over $2,000,000 in face value: New York $622,546;
Geneva $1,058,998; Vienna $380,400 (Schilling-era $372, 334; Euro-era $8,066), F.-V.F., complete inventory
available online (photo on web site).
Estimate $200,000 - 300,000
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British Commonwealth
Country Collections
1193 H)
Great Britain, Victorian Private Stationery Collection. Housed in a Showgard cover album, 35 stamped
envelope entires with denominations ranging from 1d to 2s; an eye-catching compilation with a mix of colors and indicia
designs; most with some light toning, a couple with foxing spots, but otherwise attractive for their age and sound; would
make great collateral material for an exhibit, and an interesting research project for the postal rate specialist (6½d?
1s½d?), F.-V.F., uncommon material; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1194 m
Great Britain, Penny Reds and 2 Pence Blues Accumulation, 1850’s. 220 perforated penny reds, Scott
31 and 41 tuppence blues Scott 4 (8), 10 (3), 13, 17, 21 (2), 29 (12) and 30 (14), condition is mixed as stamps were
chosen for plate number rather than condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,800+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1195 HH/H/m Great Britain, Outstanding Collection, 1840-1987. On homemade quadrille pages in a well-used but still
useful springback album; a wealth of Victorian items (mostly used, some mint), with 20th century essentially complete
(with most mint), plus smatterings of stationery, covers, etc.; among the many highlights are used #1 (four margins,
“KK”), Penny Reds and 2d Blues (perf and imperf), #5, 7, 28 & 42 (wing margins), 43, 52, 60, 96 (with four large
margins), 108, 139-140, 173, 173a, 175, 179 & 180 as blocks of four (#179 a lower right corner margin), 209 and 224;
and mint/unused #43, 50, 111-122, both 1924 and 1925 British Empire Exhibition issues, #222-223, 249-251A, etc.,
etc.; note Dues, Offices, some Empire overprints, mint Channel Islands, extensive used Ireland, and much, much more,
F.-V.F., with better throughout, an absolute must-view (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1196 HH/H/m Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2000. Residing in three Lighthouse hingeless albums and a
small box, includes mint Mulready U1, 39, 116, 119-120, 210-220, 249-251A, 268, used 1-2, 7, approximately (140) #33
platings, 57, 96, 108-109, 139-142, excellent Officials, postage dues, with tons of face, enormous catalog value, please
peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1197 )
Great Britain, Postal History Dealer Stock, 1840-1960’s. Approximately 550 covers with better stationery
(many listed with Higgins and Gage numbers), better foreign destinations, interesting routes, high value singles on
covers, etc., notable items include:several stampless, with: 1847 from Hackney (London) to Boston, MA, 1858 folded
letter with fiscal revenue stamp inside, from Liverpool to Providence, RI, per steamer Africa, stamp issues: 1, two
covers, 29/33 folded letter to NYC, 5, six covers to USA, 25 from Greenwich to France, 33 (8) on folded letter to France,
33 several mourning covers, 33/49 folded letter to NYC, 33 plate 125/43 plate 11, London to France, 33 (2)/58 1878 to
Boston, 27(2) to Boston, 28 (11 covers, mostly to USA, one to Trinidad), 42 to NYC aboard steamer China, 44 cover to
Chicago, 49 (1 single, 1 single with 33 (2), 1 pair, all to NYC), 49 plate 9 on 1872 folded letter to NYC, 49 plate 6 on 1871
cover to Paris, 67 plate 12 to Paris, 78 (3) to New Haven, 51 (two covers, one to Spain, one to Prague), 61 plate 14 on
cover to NYC, 89 strip of five to NYC, 1907 Balford Camp P.O. PPC, 101 to U.S. Flagship Lancaster, forwarded to U.S.
Consul, Port Mahon, Minorca, 89/105 Registered to Meriden, CT., 113/114 on registered entire to Providence, 118(3)
on registered stationary, one to Moscow, one to Philadelphia, one to Boston, 118 (2) on registered stationary envelope
to Philadelphia, 143 on Franco British Expo PPC with Expo cancel, 144 on registered cover to Springfield, Mass, 1913
registered cover to Boston with postal stationary cut outs used as stamps, 1920 postage due stamp and redirected mail
to Dead letter office, 188/189 (AAMC 2) 1928 experimental airmail Belfast to Liverpool, 204 on cover to Jackson,
Michigan, many registered stationary entires to overseas destinations (many with H&G numbers and values, 264-65
registered FDC, 276-79 FDC, 276 FDC, 385-86 FDC, 481-84 FDC, 527-30 FDC, Mulready 1840 U1 unused stationary,
three Penny Postage Jubilee 1890 (H&G 19a), one unused, two used, two Uniform Penny Post Jubilee 1890 (H&G
10a), one unused and one used, 1903 registered stationary to Germany (H&G KB373), two registered stationary entires
(H&G K8 383), 1942 airmail / censored / private postal stationary from Strabane, Northern Ireland to North Carolina,
1930 Lundy Island cover to New Jersey, Offices Abroad: offices in Morocco 4/(H&G C4) registered envelope to
Munich via Gibraltar and Madrid, 258-62 registered FDC, two 1932-33 airmail covers from Casablanca to England,
offices in Turkey 8 (3) registered to Philadelphia via London, 59 offices in Turkey three 1922-23 covers to USA, offices in
Turkey (two H&G 17 postal cards), 13 on cover to San Francisco, Turkey 34 from Smyrna to England, 1942 Field post
office in Palestine, RAF censor to Cairo, five 1947 British Middle East Forces covers, Great Britain 1937 complete set of
George VI / Queen Elizabeth Coronation labels, retail prices range from about $3 to $350, well organized with many
better pieces for easy break down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is $13,777, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1198 HH/H/m Great Britain, The Britannia Rules Collection, 1841-2003. A powerful, mostly all mint collection, in
mounts, in two Scott Specialty albums with slipcases; scores of listed varieties, with many Gibbons-listed missing
phosphors, inverted watermarks, test watermarks, etc., along with highly specialized Gibbons-listed definitive issues;
includes Offices Abroad, Dues, Officials, Regional Issues, a very extensive array of booklet panes from King George V
on, etc., etc.; a number of items accompanied by certificates, Very Fine, just a beautiful collection—a must-view (photo
on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1199 HH/H/m Great Britain, Solid Collection, 1841-2000. Beginning with the Penny Reds and running through the
Millennium issues of 2000; five Lindner Hingeless albums in total, three of Great Britain and Offices, two (plus additional
pages) of Channel Islands; Victoria good to 1870 and up to 5s; solid Kings with King George V sets to the 1s value plus
1924 and 1925 Exhibition issues; King George VI complete less the Coronation single, with many high values
appearing to be never hinged; well-filled Queen Elizabeth II with extensive Wildings and Machins, 1953/60 Castles
issues, phosphor band varieties; Back-of-the-Book includes Dues (some better), Officials, Offices plus AEF and MEF
overprints; Channel Islands appear virtually complete, F.-V.F. with better, a great collection on which to build and bring
up-to-date; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1200 H/m
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1845-2010. Housed in a Scott album, you will find 249-251A,
267-268, 313-316, appears mint complete 1968-2005, and somewhat scattered until 2012, a nice selection of Officials,
Offices Abroad, and regional issues, a well filled book with postage, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $800 - 1,200
1201 HH/H/m Great Britain, Group of Better Items, 1860’s-1960’s. On auction lot pages or black stock pages, which was
cataloged many years ago with Scott and many items have greatly increased in value, with highlights: 58, 68, 82 (2), 99,
101, 130, 131-33 and many slightly better singles that quickly add up in Scott value, generally F.-V.F. Scott
approximately $2,700 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1202 H/m/)
Great Britain, Stamp & Cover Assortment, 1902-2000. Comprising five volumes of Royal Mail First Day
Covers (plus additional items, most 1972-80, loose), plus an array of stationery (aerogrammes, mostly), etc.; stamps
include a mostly filled glassine box with singles and sets from Scott #133 on (some with duplication), all in
Scott-numbered glassines, and all the Front-of-the-Book material never hinged (Back-of-the-Book a mix of mint and
used); most, not surprisingly is Queen Elizabeth II, but decent King George VI and a selection of King George V as well,
including Dues, Officials, Moroccan Agencies and Tangiers, Offices in Turkey, British Forces in North Africa, a strip of
Test Stamps, five late-’70s Experimental Machine Packets, plus a solid run of late 1990s shipments direct from the
Philatelic Bureau, generally Very Fine, well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1203 HH
Great Britain, Booklets Extravaganza, 1935-2000. From the Silver Jubilee issue through the end of the
century, one of the most extensive holdings of this material we’ve seen; each box arranged in Series letter and number
order, with each booklet edition in its own glassine with Gibbons number; multiples throughout, even of specific editions
of early booklets; just a quick look through the front of the first box shows seven editions of #BB16, 4 of #BB28, 15 of
#BD18 (unchecked for specific dates, though Gibbons’ “edition” number is provided), three of #BD38…and the
collection goes on from there; watermark varieties and counter marks noted; a boon for the collector or the Britain
dealer; huge face value in the Elizabeths alone, and astronomical catalogue value, Very Fine, a must-view; you won’t
see another like this for quite some time (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1204 HH
Great Britain, Booklet Collection, 1960-2009. Hundreds of complete booklets in seven binders, includes
2/, 5/ & 10/ booklets, better includes 1935 Silver Jubilee booklet (BK14), 1985 The Times (BK149) (2), 1972 Wedgwood
(BK144) (2), 1986 British Rail (BK150), 1988 Financial Times (BK152), 2000 Special by Design (BK167), enormous
face value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1205 HH
Great Britain, Machin Heaven Collection, 1967-99. One of the grandest you’ll see; a Scott Specialty album
essentially complete with mint never hinged, showing many if not all of the listed varieties, be they perforation, paper,
gum, phosphor or banding, etc., plus a sizable amount of additional material comprising singles, booklets of various
kinds, coils with end strips, souvenir sheets, and more; includes Regional Issues as well, Very Fine, simply breathtaking
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1206 HH
Great Britain, Face Value Lot Plus, 1913-2000. Lovely lot of face value, in presentation packs, definitive
packs, gutter pairs, booklets, with values up to £10, the totals add up quickly, also includes quantities of used 2/6 half
crown & 5s stamps, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1207 HH
Great Britain: Channel Islands, Face Value Lot, 1969-2000. Includes Isle of Man, Jersey & Guernsey,
consisting of singles, presentation packs, booklets, souvenir sheets and full sheets, yearbooks, huge face value, line up
for this one, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1208 HH/H/m Australia, Antipodean Collection, 1913-2005. Housed in a Scott Specialty album, with most mounted; nice
range of ‘Roos and kgvs; King George VI sees the start of full sets complete, with Queen Elizabeth II issues through the
late 1990s essentially complete; note 2d and 3d Sydney Bridge mint, a nice 1949 Coat-of-Arms set used (the £1 with
perfins), decimal Explorers, a range of Postage Dues, Airs complete (all but #C2 used), etc.; plenty of decimal face
value as well; a solid collection with room to grow—the album and pages are pristine and await your TLC, F.-V.F. with
better, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1209 HH/H
Australia, Pretty Collection, 1913-2003. Presented in an over-filled Lindner Hingeless binder; nice array of
‘Roos (several used) including a mint #128 (appears never hinged), 144, 177-179, 218-221 (never hinged), £1 and £2
Navigators never hinged, several Officials and B.C.O.F. overprints, etc.; 1940s-65 essentially complete with pages
continuing to 2003 with some better filled than others; also includes some nice Victorian Queensland and South
Australia, Tasmanian Pictorials, Western Australia Swans, even some Australian Antarctic Territory issues, F.-V.F.,
well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1210 HH/H/m Australia & Dependencies, Mint & Used Collection, 1913-2010. Housed in a Scott album, there are nice
‘Roos & King George V, C1-C4, Officials, postage dues, with Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, L8-L18, decent states
with New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, with a few nice officials, Tasmania with a couple early Chalon
heads, Victoria, Western Australia with a couple interesting early Swans, a collection with many souvenir sheets,
booklets & sheetlets, don’t let this one get away, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200
1211 HH
Australia & Dependencies, Welcoming Collection, 1926-70. Housed in two Scott Specialty albums;
Australia proper forms the heart of this collection (stamps to 1970; pages to 1975), with solidly complete
commemoratives for the period (definitives more hit-or-miss), with Airs included as well; second volume is dedicated to
Dependencies of Australian Antarctic Territory, Christmas Island, Cocos Island, New Guinea, North West Pacific
Islands, Norfolk Islands and Papua New Guinea—with varying degrees of completion, but fresh and clean throughout;
good stock selection for the dealer or a pristine new home for the collector’s holdings, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,095 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1212 HH/H/m Australia and New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1999. A beautiful selection for your collecting
pleasure, has Australia “Specimen” overprints include 127, 136 (3), 137 (2), 178, J12-26, J18, then 152-154, C1-C3,
J70, J79, J80, J87, J94, New Zealand mint has O100-O111, and many semi-postal sheets, tremendous break up value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1213 HH/H/m Australia and New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection, 1903-2000. Fabulous lot with Australia souvenir
sheets, presentation packs, booklets, New Zealand souvenir sheets, booklets, sheetlets, O76-O86, Ross
Dependency, tons of face, some mixed condition, excellent potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1214 H/m
Bahamas, Near-Complete Collection, 1861-1940. On loose album pages; starts with a pretty array of
Chalon Heads (a couple with condition issues) and extensive Classics; note several nice cancel types, 1902 series 1s
and 5s mint, £1 lightly cancelled; a couple £1 values missing until King George VI, otherwise virtually complete, F.-V.F.
with better, a nice lot for the Commonwealth collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1215 HH/H/m Bermuda, Very Well-Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1865-2008. Neatly arrayed on Hagner stockpages
in album; among the highlights are (Gibbons numbers, mint unless noted): #1, 5, 7, 10, 11, 15 (used), 16 (no gum), 17,
21-29 (2), 34-42, 44-51, 52be (break in line below left scroll), 53c (nick in top right scroll, used), 59-67 (2), 68-76, 77-87,
89, 92, 116ce (broken lower right scroll, never hinged), 117 (4), 118 (4), 119 (6), 120 (4), 121 (5), 126 (2, 1 never
hinged), 135-150 (2, 1 never hinged), etc., F.-V.F. with better, a nice collection; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1216 HH/H
Bermuda, Delightful Mint Collection, 1865-1980. Over 240 stamps mounted on pages in a binder. Better
mint with 18-23, 19b, 20, 25, 31-39, 51-53, 94, 94a, 95, 95b, 105-114, 118-128, 134, 143-162, a great find for
restocking, with varieties, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1217 HH/H
British Antarctic Territory & Australian Antarctic Territory, Small Collection, 1958-2005. With mint
1-15, 16-19, 25-38, 39-42, 45-54, 64-67, 72-75, 330-341, Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, great little collection for
your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1218 HH/H
Brunei, Golden Collection, 1895-2006. A breathtaking compilation neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty
album; virtually all spaces filled—and with stamps of outstanding quality; early issues (through around WWII) a mix of
hinged (many lightly so; includes #A1-A10, 1-12) and never hinged (e.g., #14b-37a, 43-58, 62-75, etc.), with post-war
issues overwhelmingly never hinged; singles, souvenir sheets, strips…they’re all here, in as fresh condition as you
could want; some pre-war items with toned gum as expected, but much pristine; even a small array of Japanese
Occupation issues are included as well, Very Fine, be sure to inspect. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1219 HH
Burma, Oh My! And More! Collection, 1938-2004. Beautifully presented mounted in a Scott Specialty
album, a virtually complete collection of this seldom-seen material; the collector had an eye for quality, with nearly every
item chosen for freshness, vibrant color and almost perfect centering; holding runs from the 1938 Second Issue (Scott
#18A-33) through 2004, with nearly every space for regular issues and Officials filled; the album is rounded out by a
lovely array of Japanese Occupation issues, including Henzada, Myaungmya Types I and II, Pyapon overprints, along
with overprinted Japanese and Burma-inscribed issues; our spot check turned up one item very lightly hinged, all else
coming up never hinged; a Hong Kong 2004 and PRC 2009 and 2010 Year Books, plus set of hinged/never hinged 1898
and Foochow Issue German Offices in China stamps as a bonus, Very Fine, a great opportunity; inspect. Scott
approximately $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1220 HH/H/m Burma: Japanese Occupation, Collection, 1939-44. Presented in a stockbook, the highlights begin with
1N27, 1N37-1N44, used 2N29 block of six, 2N30-2N37 imperf pairs, 2N38-2N40 imperf pairs, two 2N2 used, O55 block
of four, and so much more, a world class collection that should draw fierce bidding, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
1221 HH/H/m Canada, Better Dealer Stock, 1868-1935. Highly valuable group of better sets and singles on three binders
of counter book tear pages with each item identified with mint: 22, 34, 35d, 36e, 37, 37a, 37c, 37e, 43a, 54, 73, 77 NH
pair, 80, 82, 83, 87-88, 91, 92, 94, 104aiii, 106aiii, 106d, 112 NH, 113 NH, 113a, 115 NH, 118b, 119 (2), 119vi, 120, 120
NH, 120i, 120ii, 122, 122b NH, 123-24 pairs, 125 pair NH, 125i pair NH, 125iii pair, 126iii NH, 126v pair NH, 127 pair NH,
128 pair, 129 pair NH, 130 pair NH, 130i pair, 130iii pair, 131-34 pairs NH, 135 NH, 136-38 (two pairs NH), 141-45 NH,
146-48 NH, 153a, 158, 149-59, 160 pair NH, 160i pair NH, 164ai, 164aiii, 164aiv, 164avii, 166a NH, 166ci, 166cii,
167aii, 167aiii, 162-77, 178-83 pairs NH, 178-83 pairs, 180ii-182ii strips of four, 195ai NH, 195aii NH, 196bi, 196biii,
228iii NH strip of four, E1 NH, E1-10, F1a, F1b, F2 NH, F3, MR6 pair NH, MR7 pair NH, MR7 strip of four NH and used:
24 and 28. Overall condition is of superior quality with many beautiful sets that were hand picked for desirability,
generally F.-V.F., view this lot if you enjoy better quality sets or singles. Scott $26,626 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1222 )
Canada, Postal History Dealer Stock, 1880’s-1940’s. Approximately 175-200 covers, with retail prices
adding up to $3,875+, neatly organized by year and then by Province, with stampless from Quebec to New York,
prepaid Canadian 11½, U.S. 10¢, 1857 stampless “paid 3, Too late” Allumette Island DPO, 1859 London U.C. to Virgina
cross boarder stampless cover, 15 on cover to Windsor, 17a London C.W. to New York, 51 (3) Jubilee cover, 90/91
1910 Nova Scotia to Halifax cover, some nice Small Queens with many U.S. destinations, 126a block of four on 1929
first flight, 197 on 1932 multi-color advertising cover, nice early 20th century advertising, advertising corner cards,
picture post cards, interesting cancels and markings, some interesting usages of 1930’s commemorative high values,
C1/163 Airmail Inaugral service (AAMC 530), lots of mostly 1930’s Canadian airmail routes, nine Semi Official airmail
covers: CL40 on 1929 Semi Official (AAMC 105c), CL42 on 1928 Semi Official (AAMC 112e), CL47 on 1929 Semi
Official (AAMC 130a), three CL50 1930 Semi Official (AAMC 131), two CL47 1931 Semi Official (AAMC 133a), postal
stationary and provinces: New Brunswick, Newfoundland 212/215/C13-14 St. George to California and St. Pierre and
Miquelon, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1223 H/m/)
Canada, Extensive Partly Specialized Collection, 1851-2010. Clear a bookshelf for this one—11 albums
in total, including nice used Classics such as an imperf 3d Beaver, #46-47 and 62 (2); from 1912, collected parallel mint
and used; includes blocks and plate blocks, many Dollar values, nice covers (including a set of Fluegel WWII Patriotics
used in Canada), extensive modern with huge face value, Back-of-the-Book with Ducks, some Newfoundland, etc.,
F.-V.F. with better throughout, a massive collection; set aside time to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1224 H/m
Canada, Comprehensive Specialized Collection, 1858-2000. A virtually complete, virtually all mint never
hinged collection in three binders, with nearly every stamp mounted on White Ace pages; the basic by-the-numbers
collection is missing barely a handful of stamps after the First Issue imperforates, but those are more than made up for
by the in-depth minor numbers present; we note coil pairs, line pairs and end-strips of four (with leaders), booklet panes
and plate blocks; paper varieties (the proof in the plate), plate flaws, phosphor and tagging varieties; low-, medium- and
hi-brite papers; pre-cancels, and much, much more; includes regular and commemorative issues, plus
Back-of-the-Book through War Tax issues, with the same level of detail throughout; additional material in glassines,
etc., mostly identified and needing only space on the page; our spot check showed mint solely never hinged, but expect
a couple hinged items to have snuck their way in, Very Fine overall, break out your Unitrade for this one, and give
yourself plenty of time to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1225 HH/H/m Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-2010. A meaty collection served in a Scott album, with used 19, mint
34-37, 51-54, 85-86, 139-145, 203, 249-262, C1-C2, E3, generally mint complete from 1975 to 2000, loads of face,
some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1226 HH/H
Canada, Compelling Collection, 1859-1982. All mint, all sound, all fresh and bright; presented in two
Lindner Hingeless albums starting with the 1859 perforated issues and running quite well-filled through the early 1980s;
strong Victoria and Edward sets (including three $1 orange Edwards), the popular pictorials from Quebec to Peace
virtually complete and counting a Bluenose and Mt. Edith Cavell among them; strong Queen Elizabeth II issues, with
Airs, Special Delivery (including a pretty never hinged #E3), Dues, Officials, even a good selection of Newfoundland
(including Trail of the Caribou complete, #C6-C8, etc.), plus smaller selection of PEI, F.-V.F. with better throughout, well
worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1227 HH/H/m Canada, The Confederated Collection, 1859-1982. Housed in a Scott Specialty album plus in a binder on
Jarrett and White Ace pages; bulk of the collection (and value) is in the Scott, the second collection possibly filling in a
few holes early, and brings the collection up to the early 1980s (could be good for trade as well); begins with the
perforated issue of 1859, with Large and Small Heads, Jubilee to the 20¢ mint, nice Maple Leaf and Cents Victorias,
extremely well-filled definitives sets of the three kings and Elizabeth, plus all of the pictorial and commemorative sets
complete to the $1; pre-Elizabethan Airs complete mint, a selection of Dues, plus solid Elizabethan offerings and a bit of
Newfoundland, F.-V.F. or better, well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1228 H/m
Canada, Group of Better Items, 1860’s-1930’s. On dealer tear pages and glassines with many better items
with highlights: 20 mint, 39 mint, 43, 66-73 mint, 73, 84, 158-59 and 162-77 mint, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1229 HH
Canada, Superb Booklets Collection, 1911-2000. One for the specialist; four 14-inch glassines boxes
filled with nothing but booklets, nearly all in glassines and identified by Unitrade number; range extends from #BK3c to
BK240a; varieties throughout, with many of the earliest books present in covers with English, French and/or bilingual
inscriptions; fluor varieties on later issues, counting marks on mid-period booklets, and much, much more; if the sheer
variety weren’t enough, quite a few booklets are duplicated; includes a number of Unitrade-unlisted varieties (given with
McCann numbers), etc., etc., pristine throughout, Very Fine, you’ll need to bid high to make book on this lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1230 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990. 650 to 800 dealer cards, on 101 size cards in baseball
card holders, with values from 20¢ to over $100, written many years ago, containing mint: 111, 120, 177, 227 and used:
103, with over $4,700 retail or older Scott value, usual mixed condition, when we spot checked the value, many of the
stamps have increased substantially, you should also spot check when viewing or ask for a couple sample scans so you
can find a good multiplier to determine current value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1231 )
Canada, Group of Early Stampless Covers, mostly 1840’s-1850’s. Over 50 stampless covers, mostly
folded letters, mostly Ontario cities with several smaller cities, nice markings, rates, cross border usages to the U.S.,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1232 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1984. Mounted in Scott Specialty album, containing Newfoundland
mint: 1, 11A, 12A and J1-6 and Canada mint: 43, 50-52, 54, 56-57, 73, 92, 96-100, 241-45, used: 14, 17, 22, 27-29,
good Small Queens, 58, 103, 149-59, plus a couple albums of postage and a few years sets of face value postage,
condition is mixed as usual, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1233 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Containing 800 to 1,000 dealer cards in two white 102
card boxes, in glassines or 101 or 102 size dealer cards, with most values from around $1 to $5 or $10 with the
occasional better item, 10 albums and stock books (three of which contain post office souvenir collections and one Scott
National album of used stamps that the previous owner lists over $2,500 of Scott value with better stamps that include
14, 17-19, a few large Queens, nice small Queens, 46-47, 96-99 and Blue Nose) and 12 year sets and a few other postal
retail items, usual mixed condition among the classics and plenty of usable postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1234 HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection, 1888-2000. With mint Canada 59-60, 69-72, 82, 93, 117,
122, 249-262, C2 (2), E2, E4-E5, New Brunswick 6, 9-10, Newfoundland 43, 47, 56-58, 92, 123, 145-159, C6-C8,
C9-C11, Prince Edward Island 5-6, 8-12, 16, excellent coils & booklet panes, plenty of sale able items abound, mixed
condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1235 HH
Canada & Provinces, Inviting Collection, 1898-1979. Mounted on pristine pages in a Scott Specialty
binder; sparse on early issues, with coverage increasing from the Confederation issue and virtually complete from 1942
on; clean and fresh throughout, with Back-of-the-Book well represented in Semi-Postals, Airs, Special Delivery, Dues
and overprinted Officials; many, many sets complete—and centered better than usually found (especially the small
format Queen Elizabeth II issues of the 1960s and ‘70s); an added bonus is a nice selection of Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island issues, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, plenty of room to expand; inspect. Scott $1,535
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1236 HH
Fiji, Beautiful Collection, 1922-2009. Nearly complete and never hinged, in two albums plus four books
holding an extensive collection of First Day Covers; among the highlights are #93-106, 110-113, 117-131B, 139-140,
147-162, 163-175, 176-189, 397-400, 571, J12-J19, etc., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. with better, a cheery collection;
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1237 HH/H/m Hong Kong, Lovely Collection, 1862-1997. Presented in two Lindner Hingeless albums; nice selection of
Victoria, Edwards and George V to the $2, George VI to the $5, Annigoni set complete never hinged, etc.; good array of
cancels with Hong Kong types, Treaty Ports (c.d.s. and barred ovals), several Edwards with Revenue cancels, etc.;
even a handful of “CHINA” overprints; good coverage to the early 1990s, with pages running through the city’s return to
China, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1238 H)
India, Massive Postal Stationery and Revenue Stamped Document Accumulation, 1930’s-50’s.
Thousands of cards, with many hundreds of George V postally used stationery envelopes, George VI with Gwalior
overprints, Hyderabad, Travancore-Cochin with some Posts and Telegraphs Department overprints) and thousands of
complete revenue stamped documents from a diverse group of states with some very interesting court fee stamps,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
1239 H/m
Indian Princely States, Postal Stationery Collection, 1866-1950. Exciting collection of mostly postal
cards with a few covers thrown in, includes Hyderabad, Brahmini, Jaipur, Kishengar, Jhind, Cochin, Travancore,
Gwalior, also registered envelopes, overall a useful lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1240 H)
Ireland, Postal Stationery Collection, 1920’s-90’s. Thousands of mostly unused entires, many still in their
original post office bands, with many nice early cards that should be of interest to the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1241 HH/H/m Ireland, The Doublin’ Collection, 1922-88. Fully mounted White Ace pages; we note just three pre-printed
major-number spaces empty—with a wealth of additional semi-specialized material, including flaws to both early
overprints and the underlying King George V stamps; all of the iconic issues are here, with each 1922-25 overprint
present, Seahorses (less the three aforementioned blanks), St. Patricks (including varieties), coils, Europas, definitive
series, Airs and Dues; even more amazing is that you get two collections for the price of one, as very many of the sets
are present parallel mint and used; completely fresh, clean and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, no matter your
ethnicity, your eyes will be smiling when you view this one. 2013 Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1242 HH/H/m Ireland, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1922-2000. In 14 counter books, with gutter pairs,singles, blocks of
four, booklets, counter book of 1922 issues, mint commemoratives, a fresh clean stock ready for sale, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1243 HH/H/m Ireland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1922-96. Mounted in four albums, with scattered coverage of the 1922
issues, mint 65-76, 103-104, 118-119, 121-123, 142-144, 149-150, 161-162, C1-C7, also booklets, full sheets,
souvenir sheets, a ton of face, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1244 HH/H/m Ireland, Feeling Lucky? Collection, 1922-2003. A pristine Scott Specialty binder, appropriate for the
Emerald Isle; a solid collection inside, well-filled and virtually complete from 1940 to the mid-1990s; mixed mint and
used throughout; nice array of early overprints, with several series complete to the 1s value; note #11A mint, 12-13
used, #105 mint, C1-C7 (1p and 6p mint, others used), J1-J3 used, J4 & J5 mint, plus many of the later iconic issues and
nice modern material as well, F.-V.F. or better, worth a gander (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1245 )
Jamaica, Postal History, 1910-65. Approximately 40 covers and cards, with picture postcards, first day
covers, besides Kingston there are postmarks from Annotto Bay, Montpelier, Half Way Tree, Mandeville, May Pen,
Myrtle Bank & Cross Roads, registered, 1938 to England with Xmas seal, airmail to Florida, fresh & colorful, some
mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1246 HH
Malaysia, Magnificent Collection, 1963-2004. Housed in a pristine Scott Specialty album; essentially
complete, lacking just a handful of issues for completion; regular and commemorative issues include singles, sets,
blocks, miniature and souvenir sheets, plus First Issue Dues, plus equally complete States (Johore to Wilayah
Persekutuan); a fabulous collection in its own right on which to build—or a wealth of Topical material for the dealer, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, lovely material; inspection invited. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
1247 HH/H
Malta, Marvelous Mint Collection, 1863-1985. Presented in a Scott album, with better mint 3-4, 8-13, 17,
20a, 49-60, 64, 77-93, 98-113, 148-166, with complete postage dues, a clean fresh lot, tremendous break up value,
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1248 H/m
Mauritius, Mainly Mint Collection, 1849-1954. Excellent collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #9 (XF, no gum), 18 (F-VF, no gum), 19 (bright and fresh, 3 margins, no gum), 65
(no gum), 91-111, 118-123, 128-178 (159 a Specimen), 199, and 201-249; early condition is a little mixed, but otherwise
just about everything is F-VF, the mint lightly hinged. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1249 HH/H/m New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1995. Collection of a few hundred mint & used housed in two
hingeless albums, with mint 60, 67A, 63-64, 66-67, 73-74, 77, 82-83, 132-139, 145-159, 185-198, C1-C3, C4, C5, E1,
mint & used Postal Fiscal, life insurance, nice lot with plenty of pickings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 802
1250 m
New Zealand, Extensive Used Collection, 1856-1996. In a fat Minkus album which includes 22 Chalon
Heads and various better stamps such as #83, 98, 107//120, 122-125, 165-170, 179-181, B3-B4, C1-C5, etc., F.-V.F.
with better throughout, worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1251 HH/H/m New Zealand, The Curious Kiwi Collection, 1864-2004. Most mounted on Scott Specialty pages, from
Chalon Heads to Lord of the Rings; Queen Victoria issues spotty, as often found, but the Kings are well-represented,
with long stretches of the Queen Elizabeth II era essentially complete; mixed mint and used throughout, though nearly
all perfectly sound; plenty of royalty and pictorials early, and loads of face value in mint decimal; the collector did not
ignore the Back-of-the-Book, with Semi-Postals in sheetlets, Airs, Officials…everything through the Life Insurance and
Newspaper stamps; a pretty collection with a solid basis for expansion, or good stock for the dealer, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1252 )
New Zealand, Postal History Collection, 1920-60. Over 220 covers from New Zealand, better includes
1934 first flight New Zealand to Australia, 1935 first New Zealand to Australia to England, 1946 first day cover Peace
Issue, 1945 New Zealand to U.S. with postage dues, 1934 first Trans Tasmanir mail with C5, 1934 Australia to New
Zealand first official flight, 1935 New Zealand to England first flight with C4, C6 & C8 (2), 1933 special air mail Auckland
to Invercargill non stop with C1, a super lot that is sure to attract attention, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1253 H/m
New Zealand & Dependencies, Selection, 1855-2000. Mint 101, 122-124, 258-268, 288-301, B5,
B14-B19, B63, C5, J27-J29, B67a, B68a, Officials, Life Insurance, then Ross Dependency L1-L8, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1254 )
Palestine, Covers & Postal Card Collection, 1918-48. Hundreds of covers and cards from the Mandate
Period, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem & Haifa including slogan postmarks, branch post offices, express & registered postmarks,
plus over fifty other regional towns, majority are pictorials, but a smattering of overprinted stamps and a few military
covers, over sixty Interim Period items including philatelic, commercial, a couple of Shipira fakes, twenty Forerunners
with Ottoman Turkish, Austrian, German with an unsevered mailed postal card, and over fifty documents including
bonds, financial documents, immigration passbook, many financial documents with revenues, postal documents,
postal orders, telegrams, various receipts, a treasure trove of material for the specialist, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Area Collections
1255 HH/H
British Africa, Continental Collection. Magnificent in three Lindner Hingeless albums; mostly
sub-Saharan Africa, with solid South Africa (and predecessors), along with a nice range of British Sudan Camel
Postmen, without and with overprints, and as Airs, Officials, etc.; note a number of bilingual “Soudan” overprints on
Egypt, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II Northern Rhodesia sets to 20s, Cape of Good Hope issues, Orange Free
State overprints, New Republic issues from multiple years, Gambia cameos, JIPEX miniature sheets, and much, much
more; from Victoria to Elizabeth, with Independence issues as well; a great collection in its own right, with plenty of
Topical material for the dealer, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1256 HH/H/m British Africa, Continental Collection. Housed in five Scott Specialty albums, with stamps running from
Ascension to Zanzibar (and pages for Zululand); coverage varies, but we note better Ascension, Basutoland, Gambia,
Gold Coast, Mauritius, St. Helena, Seychelles, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Sudan; condition throughout is
fresh, clean and sound; binders and pages have years of life in them yet; one to check out, Very Fine. Scott $3,830
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1257 )
British Africa, Postal History Stock, 1890’s-1970. Approximately 300 covers with many better commercial
mail, some early first day covers, early picture post cards, used and unused postal cards and envelopes (many listed
with Higgins and Gage numbers), etc., with some notable items and areas that include: Ascension, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, 38-46 registered airmail Zomba to London, 111 registered to to Los Angeles via NY, British East Africa,
Cape of Good Hope, 64 (3) on 1904 Trans-Atlantic cover to Wisconsin, Ghana, Gold Coast, Kenya, Kenya, Uganda &
Tanzania, 67d/68a/69 on 1945 airmail censored cover, Mauritius, 80 on 1896 cover to Boston, Mass., 89 (3) to Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Natal, 74(3)/79 on registered cover to Melbourne, 1924 registered local use stationary envelope, Nigeria,
1 (6) on 1923 cover to Michigan, 19/27 on 1928 registered cover to Omaha, Nyasaland, Orange River Colony, 1900
message and reply card (H&G 25), 1900 Boar War Field post office to England, 45i on 1900 Bloemfontein cover, 54 (2)
1902 censored cover to England, 1903 H&G 29 South Africa, 1916 Trans-Atlantic registered cover to Denver H&G C1A,
1934 Ladybrand to Ottawa, 1939 B9-11 registered cover to North Wales, Rhodesia (northern and southern), Sierra
Leone, South Africa, 21/22/23a/24a registered FDC, Gibbons 76-81 first flight to Amsterdam, two 1925 airmail covers
East London, South Africa to Durban and the other return cover, 1¢ and 2¢ JIPEX souvenir sheet philatelic expo covers,
Sudan, Swaziland, 11 (3) on 1937 Trans-Atlantic cover to Iowa, Tanganyika 14/15/20-22 registered cover, Dar Es
Salaam to England, Transvaal, Uganda, Zambia, Zanzibar, 201-10 on 1943 local delivery, 214-17 FDC, H&G B1a (2),
P11, Zimbabwe, prices range from about $3 to $50, well organized for easy break down, previous owners retail value
from mid 1990’s is $5,555, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1258 H/m
British Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in 3 Scott International albums,
with a few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of hinged or mounted in three
Scott albums, with a few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of Ascension,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, Botswana, British Central Africa, British East Africa, Cape of Good Hope with
a couple triangles, East Africa and Uganda, Gambia a few embossed Victoria’s, Ghana, Gold Coast, Kenya, Lagos,
Lesotho, Natal a few early Chalon heads, Niger Coast Protectorate, Nigeria, Northern Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland Protectorate, Orange River Colony, nice diversity of overprints, Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 141-55,
St. Helena George V Badge of the Colony to 1s, Sierra Leone, Somaliland Protectorate, George V to 1R, South Africa,
Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, Southern Nigeria, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, Swaziland 27-37,
Tanganyika, Tanzania, Transvaal, Uganda, Zambia, Zanzibar, Zimbabwe and Zululand Victoria key plate to 1s,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1259 H/m/)
British Africa, Bodacious Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. A stupendous collection mounted in a Scott
album, mint unless noted Basutoland 1-10, 39-40, 46-56, with many blocks of four & air mail letter cards, Bechuanaland
19, Bechuanaland Protectorate 69-74, 75 block of (55), 76-79, 124-136, 148, 180-193, J5 two blocks of nine, British
Central Africa postal cards, 43, 45-47 blocks of four, 52 & 53 “Specimen” overprints, 67 tied to gun permit, British East
Africa 24 mint & used, 27-30, 53, 68-70, 88-93, used Cape if Good Hope 1-6, 12-15, British East Africa & Uganda 53-54,
and much more to be unearthed, a worthy addition to any collection or stock, mixed condition, enormous potential,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1260 )
British America, Postal History Dealer Stock, mostly 1890’s-1950’s. Approximately 500 covers with
many better, notable items include: Antigua, 1929-30 George V two registered covers to USA, Bahamas, 1930 first
flight to Dominican Republic, 103/115 on 1943 registered cover from Nassau to Mass., Barbados, 84 on 1897 to Pola,
Croatia, base on Adriatic sea, 82 on 1898 to Nova Scotia, unused letter sheet (H&G FG1), registered letter (H&G 6a),
Bermuda, 1897 cover from Hamilton to Concord, NH, 111 (5) 1937 airmail first flight, 111/112(2) 1937 airmail first flight,
British Guiana, 65 on 1865 to England, two 1890’s covers to NYC, 1891 local use mourning cover, 208(4)/212(6)/211
1931 airmail to Nova Scotia, British Honduras, three 1919 registered covers (two to USA, one local use), 1918
registered / censor to USA, 1922 registered to Oakland, CA, 1928 registered to Oakland, CA, 1931 registered to
Toronto, unused stationary (H&G 11 used, 14 specimen, 16), Cayman Islands four George V 1930’s registered covers
to USA, six 1920’s registered usages within country, Falkland Islands 103-6 (2 FDC’s), two 1930’s Paquebot covers to
NYC, 1936 registered cover to British Columbia, 3L1-8 on 1945 cover within Falkland Islands, Grenada, 1928 many
George V values, registered cover to USA, 1935 registered to Illinois, Jamaica, three registered covers to USA, several
better early postal cards, 1938 unused registered envelope (H&G C5), Leeward Islands, 1954 registered to Canada,
Mauritius 1946 airmail to Czechoslovakia, Montserrat, two 1932/1933 registered covers to USA, message / reply card
(H&G 5), 1947 registered to USA, three 1965 air letter sheets essays (two on blue stock, one on orange stock), St. Kitts
Nevis, St. Lucia, six registered covers 1890’s-1920’s to Europe, specimen (H&G B1), unused stationary (H&G B1), St.
Vincent, registered envelope specimen (H&G C1), message and reply card (H&G 5), Turks and Caicos, Trinidad and
Tobago, 1938 registered (H&G C5), Virgin Islands and 1927 registered George V to Toronto, retail prices range from
about $5 to $265, well organized with many better pieces for easy break down, previous owners retail value from mid
1990’s is $8,449, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1261 H/m
British America, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in a Scott International
album, with a few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of British Antarctic
Territory, British Guiana, a few earlier Seal of Colony issues, British Honduras, Canada Provinces: British Columbia
and Vancouver, small stamp group (with and without surcharge), New Brunswick, Newfoundland a couple seal and
flowers, 212-25, a few early 1930’s airmails, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Falkland Islands, 84-95, missing £1,
complete overprints of separate island issues, Guyana, South Georgia and Tristan Da Cunha, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1262 HH/H/m British Asia, Sensational Collection. Say what you will about British imperial rule, their stamps were
amazing—as this gorgeous collection, housed in two Lindner Hingeless albums, attests; the holding starts off with a
solid selection of Brunei, followed by strong Straits Settlements/Malaya; note a used Bangkok #5, BMA overprints, solid
Sarawak, beautiful Labuan and North Borneo (the latter including some Japanese Occupations), even a small selection
of Shanghai issues including Jubilee and Postage Due overprints; condition ranges from hinge remnants and toned
gum to absolutely pristine; fronts are clean and fresh without exception, F.-V.F. or better, an absolute must-view (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1263 HH/H
British Asia, Attractive Middle East Collection. Neatly presented in a Lindner Hingeless album and
ranging from Abu Dhabi to the People’s Republic of South Yemen, with Aden, Federation of South Arabia, Mahra State,
Aden-Hadhramawt, -Seiyun, -Shihr & Mukalla, Dubai, Kuwait (from King George V India overprints), Palestine from
Mandatory EEF issues, Jordan and UAR “Palestine” overprints, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Trucial States; all mint, with
much never hinged; fresh and sound throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, some uncommon material; be sure to
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1264 HH/H
British Asia: Indian Area, Collection. Housed in two Lindner Hingeless albums, Bangladesh, BIOT,
Ceylon, India, Indian States, Maldives, Mauritius, Nepal, Pakistan (including Bahawalpur), and Seychelles; sound
throughout, including the Victorias, with coverage increasing through the Kings to Queen Elizabeth II; note a nice 6d
Mauritius Britannia, India CEF and IEF overprints, a Gandhi set, Officials, States to the 2R values; bright and clean, with
just a handful of used sprinkled in, F.-V.F., add to your collection or use as stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1265 )
British Asia, Postal History Dealer Stock, Late 19th Century to 1960’s. Approximately 300 covers with
better stationery (many listed with Higgins and Gage numbers), better foreign destinations, interesting routes, high
value singles on covers, etc., notable items include: Aden, 16-19 FDC, 16-22 FDC, three 1939 Soldiers Letters from
RAF base to Manchester, 26 on Aden Camp to England, Bahrain, Burma, three 1951 letter sheets (H&G FG3), Ceylon,
185 to Hungary, 131 (3) to England, 204 PPC Slave Island to Reading Mass., 1903 postal stationary (H&G B30), Hong
Kong, 16 on 1861 cover to London, 141/142/144 higher George V values (AAMC F14-16), 1890’s three (H&G 2e and 4)
stationary to Germany with sea post cancels, India, 2 folded piece, local Calcutta use, 1864 registered cover to Paris,
1942 censored airmail MPO 178 in Persia to Camp Karachi, O35 on 1903 postage due, M38-43 India Expeditionary
Forces, Jaipur postal card (H&G 14), many great postal stationary used and unused entires including many states,
Jordan, Kuwait, 136 (4) airmail to Illinois, Maldive Islands 13 1937 cover to Colobo, Ceylon, Muscat (H&G FG1), Nepal,
11 covers including 45/48 registered cover, 45/46 (3) registered cover, Pakistan several difficult postal cards including
unused (H&G 14), retail prices range from about $5 to $185, well organized with many better pieces for easy break
down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is $5,179, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1266 H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in a Scott International album,
strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of Brunei, Burma, Hong Kong, a few nice early Victoria’s and
a couple Victoria surcharges, some 1960’s high denomination Elisabeth II, Labuan, Malaya, nice Tiger section, North
Borneo, Sarawak, Singapore and Straits Settlements advantageous early definatives with nice Victoria’s, Victoria
surcharges, George V and Edward VII, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1267 H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in two Scott International albums,
with a few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1990’s, consisting of Bangladesh, Bhutan, British
Indian Ocean Territory, Ceylon, a couple Chalon heads, 264-74, India a few early imperf Victoria’s, with Convention and
Feudatory states, Maldive Islands, Mauritius some nice coat of arms and George V to R2.50, Nepal nice Khukris issues,
Pakistan, Seychelles, Sri Lanka and Tibet nice group of Lion’s, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1268 H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in a Scott International album,
with a few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1980’s about 1990’s, consisting of Aden 1-11 mint, Bahrain 9
used, 1950’s George VI and Elisabeth II surcharges, Iraq, Jordan, a couple Hejaz overprints, Kuwait, Mesopotamia a
few occupation issues, Muscat, Oman, decent Palestine section and Qatar, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1269 H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Approximately 2,700 to 3,100 dealer cards, on 101
size cards in baseball card holders, with values from 20¢ to over $100, written many years ago, containing Great Britain
early Victoria’s, Sea horses, high shilling and pound values, good Ireland with good early commemorative sets and
early definitives, several great earlier Hong Kong sets and early Victoria’s, decent British Pacific with decent Norfolk
Islands, a great section of early Victoria including many seated Victoria’s, with over $18,500 retail or older Scott value,
usual mixed condition, when we spot checked the value, many of the stamps have increased substantially, you should
also spot check when viewing or ask for a couple sample scans so you can find a good multiplier to determine current
value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1270 H
British Commonwealth, Classic Collection, 1850’s-1950’s. In six albums, with four Stanley Gibbons New
Imperial albums (with two volume one albums, one of which is mostly mint and has some nice singles and two volume
two albums) and two albums of quadrille pages, with highlights: Great Britain good selection of early 1850’s-1880’s
Victoria’s up to 1sh with duplicates of some earlier issues for various plates, a couple better mint Bechuanaland issues,
British East Africa several Sun and Crown issues and Victoria issues, Canada 217-27 mint, Cape of Good Hope several
triangles, 16, 20, 22, 27, 32, good selection of Ceylon surcharges and key plates, Edward II and better singles: 45, 126,
offices in China, Dominica 1, Falkland Islands a few better early Victoria’s, Gambia great early embossed Victoria’s,
nice Victoria and Edward II key plates including 61, Gibraltar George V up to 2sh, Gold Coast 6 and decent Edward II
and George V key plates, nice early Hong Kong Victoria issues, Edward II, George V, India nice Convention and
Feudatory states, Jamaica 18, Kenya and Uganda 18-32, 34, 36, nice early mint Malaya Tigers, Natal 38, 55, 91, a
couple New Zealand Chalon heads, including perforated 1p Brown, a good variety of George V, a couple early Nova
Scotia Crown and Flowers, nice Orange Free State overprints and surcharges on Orange Tree issue, 68, 70-73,
Rhodesia 108, St. Helena 18, 20, St. Vincent good early Victoria’s, Southern Rhodesia 93-94, Straits Settlements and
Sudan, Zululand 9, 10, 15-20., Usual mixed condition with plenty of items to be harvested of this popular area. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1271 H
British Commonwealth, Selection of Mostly Complete Sets with Slight Duplication, 1912-52. Neatly
arranged in stock book, with Barbados, Brunei, Burma with George VI to 10rs, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Cyprus,
Dominica, Falkland Islands with George VI 1952 complete, Fiji with George VI to £1, Gibraltar with George VI to £1,
Gold Coast, Grenada, Jamaica, Leeward Islands with George VI Key Plates to £1, Malta, Mauritius, New Hebrides with
1938 Beach set complete, New Zealand, Nyasaland with George VI Key Plates to £1, North Borneo mostly complete
1939 Pictorials, Papua New Guinea 122-36, St. Helena with George VI to 10/-, Sierra Leone George VI to £1,
Somaliland, Sudan, Tonga, Turks & Caicos, Virgin Islands, Zanzibar, etc., overall condition appears very fresh and
generally sound, generally F.-V.F. SG £6,000 ($7,750) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1272 HH/H
British Commonwealth, 200+ Mostly Different Sets and Souvenir Sheets, 1953-70. With many
definitives, first, second and third Queen Elizabeth issues (Gibraltar SG 145-58,160-73, Bahamas, Cyprus, Malta,
British Guiana, Seychelles, Tristan, North Borneo, etc.), better items include Sierra Leone 11sh/£1 (SG 269), Omnibus
(1953 Coronation and 1963 Red Cross), few blocks of four, occasional duplication, few singles and varieties, generally
n.h. (few l.h. possible), F.-V.F. SG £7,000 ($9,040) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1273 H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. In 7 Scott Specialty albums, with better sections that
include: Ascension 1-6, George VI mostly complete set to 10/-, Bahamas several early Victoria issues, Bermuda 10/George VI key plate, Ceylon Edward II key plates to R2 and George V key plates to R5, East Africa and Uganda 17-24,
Gambia 28-34, 132-43, Gold Coast 107, Great Britain 1880’s Victoria 2/6 and 5/-, Great Britain offices in Morocco
401-10, a decent section of Iraq and Jordan to 1960’s, Queensland 5sh and £1 Victoria Fiscal issues, New Zealand
group of Railway issues, Malaya good Tigers with values up to $2, 59-67, several complete (or nearly complete)
definative sets of 1940’s and early 1950’s, Muscat 1-24 George VI, 42-93 Elizabeth II, Nepal nice group of Siva and
Khukris issues, 1959 definative set, Niger Coast Protectorate 1-6, 37-42, 55-63, Nyasaland Protectorate 1938 George
VI to 10/-, decent Palestine, Pakistan 1-20 (missing 4A), 24-43, 47-54, Qatar 26-36, St. Helena 61-70, Seychelles 142,
144, Somaliland Protectorate 84-95, South West Africa B1-11, C5-6, Straits Settlements Edward II and George V
partial key plate sets to $5, 238-52 (a few values are used), Tasmania 2p yellow green Chalon head, several early
Victoria issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, some usual mixed condition with plenty of value to be found from this
popular area (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1274 H/m
British Commonwealth, Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika through Mauritius. Neatly arranged on Prinz
stock pages housed in a binder, a gorgeous array of stamps; Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika includes #90-92 with
arched “SPECIMEN” perfins, duplicated King George VI sets used, South Africa issues overprinted mint and used, and
Queen Elizabeth II sets to the £1 and 20s values; Labuan offers excellent opportunities, as the issues are heavily
duplicated with perforation, paper and color varieties; Morocco Agencies include issues in all three currencies, with
issues running Queen Victoria through Queen Elizabeth II, and we note overprint varieties, multiples and position
pieces, and even a 1937 cover from Fez—along with extensive Tangier issues; Malaya and Straits Settlements
provides a solid number of cancels for the specialist along with a wealth of mint material, with several sets complete to
the $5 value plus four mint postal cards and a Trengganu Specimen set; Malta is another breathtaking holding, with
#98-114, 116-129 and 131-147 among others (all mint); while Mauritius is represented by a top margin block of 12 of
#188; most material (other than Malta and Mauritius) is mint and duplicated, making this a fantastic lot for collector and
dealer alike, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection a must (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1275 H/m
British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 1860’s-1950’s. In 7 small ‘mini collections’ of classic Stolow
auction lots from the 1950’s, containing Barbados 5-6 (2) and perforated group of seated Britannia, 60-62 mint, Canada
14, 29, 46-47, 50-54, 56, 66-73, 81-84, 99, 103, 149-59, 162-77, Jamaica 4, 86, Kenya, Uganda & Tanzania, Kuwait,
partial George V overprint set to 2rs, 45-51 mint, Sierra Leone 6 mint, 13 mint, 21-28, 30-31, 34-44 mint, nice little group
of five postal surcharges on postal fiscal issues, several nice mint George V shilling values, Trinidad, nice seated
Britannia section to 1s, Trinidad & Tobago 30 used, generally F.-V.F. appearance, nice old time lot which has been off
the market for many decades and sure to be of interest to the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1276 H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection of Collections, 1850’s to 1980’s. 18 albums and stock books of
various sizes with a few nicer albums such as the Great Britain Windsor albums in two volumes, a couple interesting
Minkus Specialty album, etc., with a nice group of a couple hundred Great Britain 1p red perforated Victoria issues for
plating in a few Vario stock pages, a couple nice books of Ireland and interesting British Pacific with some potential of
finding some useful sets, this is the British section of a messy dealers back room that has seems to have been sitting
dormant for a few decades, so there is some great potential to find some real treasures, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1277 H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, mostly 1850’s-1950’s. In seven Minkus albums, containing great
early Ceylon Chalon head group with over 50 Chalon heads plus many other Victoria issues, some nice Victoria and
Edward II key plates, Great Britain 1, 5, a few better 1850’s and 60’s Victoria’s, Jubilee set, Edward II to 5/-, George VI to
£1, a respectable amount of early Hong Kong Victoria and Edward II issues, India a couple George VI 25Rs high values,
New Zealand mint Victoria’s: 54, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, Solomon Islands George VI set to 5/-, usual mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a useful collection with plenty of better little sets that add up to decent Scott value (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1278 H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1990’s. Approximately 3,000 dealer cards, on 101 or 102
size counter cards in three red boxes plus four dealer counter books, with values from 20¢ mostly up to $10 or $20 with a
few over $50, written many years ago, with thousands of dollars of retail or older Scott value, usual mixed condition,
when we spot checked the value, many of the stamps have increased substantially, you should also spot check when
viewing or ask for a couple sample scans so you can find a good multiplier to determine current value, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1279 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1995. Housed in seven volumes, we note mint &
used Canada with back of the book & Provinces, mint Isle of Man collection, mint & used Ireland collection, Rhodesia &
British Africa collection, mint Tristan Da Cunha collection, a tremendous holding, may be a few condition issues, but
overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1280 )
British Commonwealth, Postal History, 1861-1960. Hundreds of covers & cards from the British
Commonwealth, a few better includes Kenya airmail 74, 76 & 79 to New York, Newfoundland 147 & 145 to Philadelphia,
Burma 4 & 9 to Canada, Trinidad & Tobago 55 & 57 to NYC, and a scarce Falkland Dependencies 1L24 to England, a
nice array of this popular area, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1281 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection, 1865-1960. Several hundred in glassines and on display
cards, with mint Bermuda 127,British Central Africa 5, 8, Ceylon “Specimen” overprints 183, 189, 197, 198, Cook
Islands 105, Gilbert & Ellice 33-36, Gibraltar 2, Labuan 85, 90, 91, Malaya-Selangor 31, Northern Rhodesia 45,
Nyasaland Protectorate 65, Transvaal 134, Trinidad 3, 62, Uganda 72, an inexpensive way of restocking in demand
material, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1282 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection 1880-2000. Thousands of mint & used
stamps and souvenir sheets in nineteen volumes and various boxes & sheets, we note in a Lindner album mint
Newfoundland 1, C12 no gum (2), also India & States, Canada face, full sheets Australia, British Africa, Jamaica
collection, Antigua 42-53, mint Falkland Islands in a stockbook, Offices in Morocco 550-558, Offices in Tripolitania
27-34, Tristan da Cunha 28-41, Sudan collection, Bahamas collection, Sierra Leone collection, if you’re looking for the
most bang for your buck this is your lot, mixed condition, enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1283 H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1890-2000. In 13 volumes, on pages and display cards. We note
British Guiana 230-240, British Indian Ocean Territory 63-77, Burma 1-17, O28-O42, Dominica collection with mint 49,
65-82, 114-115, Gambia collection, Great Britain collection with 130-132, 134, 136, India & States, Labuan collection
with 4, 8, 19, 21, 87-95, 110-118, Sarawak collection, British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation omnibus set, a bit NH,
please examine, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1284 )
British Commonwealth, Postal History Collection, 1903-75. Over 240 cover and cards, with first day
covers, first flight covers, registered, censored and advertising, a few better include Bahamas first day cover with
132-142, Cayman Islands first day 139-140, 144,Saint Lucia block of nine 157 and 1942 first flight Trinidad to Bathurst
to Lagos to Leopoldville, colorful, attractive and fresh, a collection with enormous potential, examine carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1285 )
British Commonwealth, Imperial Airlines Collection, 1920-60. An exquisite collection of approximately
800 covers, with first flight covers from Africa, the Pacific and Asia area, many with write ups on the leg of the flight, there
are far too many high lights to list but to give you a glimpse we note 1931 Tanganyika to London, 1931 Kissimmee to
Zanzibar, 1936 Xmas flight India to Ceylon, 1931 Egypt to Greece, 1931 Egypt to Rhodesia, 1932 Cairo to Capetown,
1940 Mozambique to Kenya, the breadth of this collection is stunning, there is also literature & books on the airline, an
absolute “Must See” lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1286 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection, 1920-2000. 3 volumes of stamps,a few better including
Ascension Island 274-288, British Virgin Islands 342-344, Barbuda 266-283, Maldives 661, Kiribati 377-378, Tristan da
Cunha 222-233, Tuvalu 43-45a, Turks & Caicos Islands 360-374, a nice collection with numerous complete sets,
review, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1287 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Celebratory Collection, 1935-2007. On Lindner Hingeless pages in seven
binders; starts with an all but complete Silver Jubilee issue, followed by Victory, Silver Wedding, 1949 UPU and both
1937 and 1953 Coronations; Elizabethan issues mark the various regnal Jubilees, Visits, Birthdays, Weddings,
Anniversaries, and Deaths of the Royal Family, along with smaller omnibuses for the Duke of Edinburgh Awards,
Lloyd’s 300th Anniversary, the moon landing, WWII and RAF commemorations, Churchill, UN organizations and
programs, the Red Cross, and more, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1288 H/m)
British Commonwealth, Award-Winning Aerogrammes Collection, 1940s-80s. Hundreds of items,
many of which were written up as part of an FIP Vermeil exhibit; features artist’s essays, die proofs, color trials,
“Specimen” and “Cancelled” overprints, crash mail, up-rated and increased postage items; much Great Britain proper,
with Queen’s Coronation issues, Shakespeare, etc., along with packaging bands, but we also note Bahrain, Trucial
States, British Guiana, Tanganyika, and many more; used items offer a range of destinations, cancels including
paquebot and Maritime Mail, auxiliary markings such as Censors, etc.; both civilian and Forces Mail items featured; all
fresh and sound; rather disheveled from shipping, but can easily be put back in order with a bit of time and attention,
Very Fine overall, an extensive holding that must be viewed to fully appreciate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1289 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection, 1953-75. Mounted in 5 New Age albums. Includes South Georgia
1-16, Southern Rhodesia 81-94, Swaziland 55-66, Tristan da Cunha 14-27, 28-41, British Indian Ocean Territory 16-33,
Cayman Islands 135-149, 153-167, Cyprus 168-182, 183-197, Falkland Islands 128-142, 1L19-1L33, Fiji 147-162,
Gambia 153-167, Gibraltar 132-145, New Zealand 288-301, 320, North Borneo 280-295, Papua New Guinea 122-136,
Qatar 26-36, Rhodesia & Nyasland 141-155, 158-171, Saint Helena 140-152, Singapore 28-42, and many long runs of
sets, a beautiful lot with tremendous break up value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1290 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Sets, 1937-77. Group of 13 sets, includes 1937 Coronation (2), 1946
Peace (2), 1951 University, 1953 Royal Visit, 1953 Coronation, 1958 West Indies Federation, 1963 Freedom from
Hunger, 1964 Shakespear, 1966 Churchill Memorial, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1291 HH/H
British Europe, Five-Country Collection. Comprising Cyprus, Gibraltar, Heligoland, Ireland and Malta;
each a solid array from Victoria to Elizabeth; Cyprus features the ever-popular Pictorials and continues through
independent issues; Ireland offers 1922 overprints and many of the sought-after 1930s-’40s commemorative sets;
Malta offers a nice range of Pictorials (including an off-center #18), strong definitive series, Europa sheetlets, etc.; much
mid- to modern material, F.-V.F. with much better, inspection invited (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1292 )
British Europe, Postal History Dealer Stock, mostly 1890’s-1950’s. Approximately 250 covers with many
better, notable items include: Cyprus, 1921 Larnaca to Vienna, two early 1920’s George V covers to Germany,
Gibraltar, 1921 registered stationary envelope to USA, 96a (2) on 1932 cover to USA, Ireland, several forerunners
including: GB #3 on 1844 folded letter to Ballymena, GB #114 on 1901 cover from Queenstown, Ireland to NYC, 1941
double censored airmail cover to USA, 1942 double censored airmail cover to Canada, 142-44 FDC, 168 on airmail
cover to NY, three 1930’s registered stationary (H&G 6a & 7a), C2-3 (two FDC’s), Malta 101 (3) on 1923 cover to
Chemnitz, Germany, 1926 registered cover to Bayonne, NJ, retail prices range from about $5 to $110, well organized
with many better pieces for easy break down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is $3,000+, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1293 H/m
British Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in three Scott albums, with a
few early classic issues, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1990’s, consisting of Cyprus with some nice early
definatives, Gibraltar, Great Britain Channel Islands including Herin, Jethou, Lundy locals, Ireland a few early
definatives and a few early commemorative sets and Malta, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1294 HH/H
British Pacific, Sunny Collection. From Aitutaki to Tonga with much else between; clean and bright
throughout, with lovely Classics through much modern; note Rarotonga-overprinted and -inscribed issues, Niue 1s
King George V (2) plus several overprinted New Zealand Postal-Fiscals, Victorian Fiji, Samoa (including Kingdom),
Nauru steamers to 5s plus an overprinted 5s Seahorses (no gum), Norfolk Island blocks, good Papua, Tongan foil and
die-cut stamps, and more; great Topical interest, and nice, solid material for your collection, F.-V.F. with better, inspect
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1295 HH/H/m British Pacific, Sunny Disposition Collection. In four large Scott Specialty albums, a large swath of
Britain’s Pacific and Oceania holdings; the bulk of the material tends to the post-independence period, but a number of
countries—including Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice, Nauru, Niue, Samoa, Solomon Islands and
Tonga—include Empire-era issues as well; much of interest, including several Queen Victoria-era Fijians, some
Kingdom of Samoa issues, plus Nauru’s “Steamer” set to the 1s value; fresh and clean throughout; enough to brighten
any dreary New England Spring day, F.-V.F. with better throughout, well worth the time to review (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1296 )
British Pacific, Postal History Dealer Stock, 1880’s-1976. Approximately 375 covers with better
stationery (many listed with Higgins and Gage numbers), better foreign destinations, interesting routes, high value
singles on covers, etc., notable items include: Australia: two 1910’s covers to Mass., 111/112(2),C2(3) 1931 registered
airmail first flight to Great Britain, two 1934 covers to Papua New Guinea, 1934 O9/142 perfin official cover, 1937 cover
with Melbourne Oct 5-7, 1937 airmail exhibition labels, 1945 airmail with censor mark Thursday Island to NSW, 187
censored cover to USA, 184-87 censored FDC, 1935 first flight and mixed franking with Australia, NSW and Western
Australia from Tasmania to Brisbane, 1934 first flight to Bangkok, mixed franking Queensland and Australia, 148/C4
first flight to London, Australia / New Zealand mixed franking 1934 first flight, 1934 first flight Sydney to NSW, 184-87
registered censored FDC, New South Wales: H&B B2a to Toronto, 1902 cover Sydney NSW to St. Paul, Minn via San
Francisco, Queensland: H&G 5 postal card, Brisbane to NYC via Vancouver, Tasmania, Victoria: 1897 cover Ballarat
to Toronto, 1903 Melbourne to San Francisco, USA Consular Service, Cook Islands: 63/65/66 from Rarotonga to
Pennsylvania, 84-89 registered cover to England, 85/86/91/94/95 registered cover Mangaia to England, 93/96/97
registered from Rarotonga to England, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice Islands: 40-49 cover to Illinois, 40-49 cover to California,
49-51 on three covers from Ocean Island to USA, Labaun: message and reply cards (H&G 3-4), Malaya, Nauru: 31-34
1936 registered cover to England, New Zealand: 1896 Aukland to London via Suez Canal, 1897 cover Wellington to
Buffalo, NY, 1900 postal stationary Wellington to Berne, Switzerland, 168 (2) registered Waitara to Dunedin, C3 1934
first flight Kaitaia, NZ to Sydney, C5 first flight, Auckland to NSW, unused stationary (H&G B4), North Borneo: 1946
registered, B.M.A. overprints to Great Britain, B14-24 Jesselton local use, twelve unused 1880’s postal cards, including
H&G 9 (2), 10 (2), 11, Papua New Guinea: 118 (2) 1937 airmail seaplane first flight to Lake Kutubu, 129 on cover
Rabaul to USA, 158-62 airmail registered FDC, C5-9 registered airmail FDC, Penrhyn 30 registered cover to Texas,
Sarawak: five 1947-49 registered airmail covers from Kuching to Columbus, Ohio, Tonga: seven Tin Can Mail covers,
1949 registered airmail cover from Tonga to Oakland, CA, Samoa, Straits Settlements: 111 Penang to Devakota, via
Madras India, two early 1920’s Singapore covers to USA, 236 FDC, Western Samoa, retail prices range from about $3
to $225, well organized with many better pieces for easy break down, previous owners retail value from mid 1990’s is
$6,364, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1297 H/m
British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in two Scott International
albums, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of Aitutaki, Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling)
Islands, Cook Islands, Fiji, a few early Crown and CR, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Kiribati, Nauru with George V oveprints
to 9p, New Guinea, New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk Islands, North West Pacific Islands, Papua, Penrhyn Island, Pitcairn
Islands, Samoa some Kingdom issues and Palms, Solomon Islands, Tokelau Islands, Tonga, Tonga Niuafo-ou, Tuvalu
and Vanuatu, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1298 HH/H
British Pacific, Mostly Mint Collection, 1980-2010. Presented in six Kabe hingeless albums, with Gilbert
Islands, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51, 173-187, Kiribati 384-399, Nauru 39-47, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 11-12, Tuvalu 1-15,
Vanuatu 280-292, 323-336, with many complete mint sets and souvenir sheets, examine carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1299 HH/H
British South America, From Tropics to Ice Collection. A filled Lindner Hingeless album, plus an
additional sheaf of pages of Belize, British Guyana and British Honduras; album runs Ascension to British Antarctic
Territories (including two £1 HMS Endurance); strongest in Falklands and Dependencies, St. Helena with good South
Georgia and Tristan da Cunha; Falklands includes pretty Victorias, while most others begin with the Kings and include
solid sets and series; fresh-faced throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1300 HH/H
British West Indies, Bountiful Collection. Four Lindner Hingeless albums filled with island delights; solid
Victoria issues, with more as come forward through Edward, the Georges and Elizabeth, with much post-independence
as well, running roughly to the early 1980s; all clean faced and nearly all sound, with much Topical and Pictorial interest;
note a Bermuda #54 (creased, though hardly showing on front), various series complete, strong Jamaica, Saints galore,
and more; a vibrant collection on which to build, F.-V.F. or better, small islands, big collection; viewing recommended
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1301 H/m
British West Indies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Hinged or mounted in four Scott International
albums, strongest in modern from 1960’s about 1980’s, consisting of Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Barbuda,
Belize, Bermuda a few high denomination George VI key values, Cayman Islands 85-94, 122-34, Dominica, Jamaica
good early Victoria’s, Leeward Islands, Montserrat 92-102, 114-26, Nevis, St. Christopher, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, Turks and Caicos, Tobago, Trinidad and Tobago and Virgin Islands., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1302 HH/H/m British West Indies, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1960. Mounted in a Scott stockbook, some better mint
unless noted includes Leeward Islands #4 (2), 5 (3), 6 (3), 7 (2), 8, 9-12, 46-51, 53-54, 56, 77 (2), 81 (3 including corner
example), 83 used, 96-99 (2), 114 (2), 115 (2), 133-147 (3), & Virgin Islands used 36, 65, inexpensive opportunity to
acquire choice stock inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

